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Or how the mighty have fallen and how the fallen have forgotten
by Khoo Boo Teik
ven if you’re not one to
take pleasure in the pain
of others, you’ve still to
marvel at the present
discomfiture of the Barisan
Nasional, and especially the
United
Malays
National
Organisation.
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Within a year of the 2008 general
election, BN has lost 0–4 to
Pakatan Rakyat in the peninsular by-elections of Permatang
Pauh, Kuala Terengganu, Bukit
Gantang and Bukit Selambau,
each time by a larger losing margin. Of the four defeats, three were
suffered by Umno, once at the
hands of Parti Keadilan Rakyat,
twice against Parti Islam.
Even BN’s single victory in a fifth
by-election, in Batang Ai,
Sarawak, starkly exposed the ruling coalition’s regional quandary.
What sort of hegemon is Umno –
which some of its leaders boasted
could rule on its own –when it’s
stalemated in the peninsula, its
message is shredded, and its writ
runs at the mercy of the fief politics of Sabah and Sarawak?

Walk on by
Presumably that’s why the new
Prime Minister, Dato’ Seri Najib
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

It has not been the happiest leadership transition
for the ruling coalition. In our cover story, Khoo Boo
Teik looks at the unusual position the BN is in, having lost four by-elections in the peninsula since the
last general election. At the heart of Pakatan Rakyat’s
advances is a sea-change at the social level - a phenomenon which has been captured on blogs,
websites, and Youtube.
In analysing the last three by-elections, Ong Kian
Ming points out that Pakatan has now firmly coopted the BN’s winning formula, especially in the
ethnically mixed seats in the peninsula. The
alliance’s advance could continue all the way to the
next general election. But are Malaysian voters ready
for a regime change, wonders CY. Are they ready to
face new and more frustrating challenges?
Few voters can be more politically frustrated than
those in Perak, who have seen their mandate for the
Pakatan snatched away barely one year after they
voted the alliance to power in the state. Malaysians,
writes Rani Rasiah, are intelligent enough to know
that the BN has neither the majority nor the moral
qualifications to lead Perak, though it may have a
formidable array of ‘weapons’.
The Batang Ai by-election showed us that change
will not come easily, especially in Sarawak and
Sabah. Still, Batang Ai voters had the last laugh
when they managed to squeeze out RM70 million
from the BN during the campaign there, as DS observes.
Malaysians need to be passionately concerned about
saving Malaysian democracy and they must act
now, says Andrew Aeria. Vibrant democracy, he
reminds us, requires eternal vigilance.
Finally, Prema Deveraj urges Malaysians to try and
understand sexual diversity and to work for a more
just and humane society.
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Tun Razak, floated the possibility that BN would hand a walkover to PR in the Penanti by-election scheduled for 31 May. Najib’s
idea, dutifully parroted by other
BN leaders, is to spare the people
another by-election in this time of
economic crisis.

the ‘tsunami’.
He succeeded Mahathir after the
1997–99 conjuncture of Asia’s financial meltdown, Anwar’s fall
and Umno’s defeats at the 1999
general election. He was ejected
by the 2006–08 combination of a
bitter spat Mahathir forced upon
him, Reformasi’s resumed revolt
and BN’s electoral debacle.

That’s really not a bad idea.
But one understands that Najib’s
making a virtue out of trepidation
that if BN enters the fray, its record
would extend to 0–5 in the peninsula. Should that happen, with the
first two by-elections lost under
his campaign command, and the
next three under his watch as BN
chief, what would the record say
of Najib’s qualities as a leader?
Perhaps some such consideration
led ex-Prime Minister Tun
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi to affirm a few days ago that he’d remain a backbencher in Parliament. Imagine a seventh by-election, in Kepala Batas, with
Abdullah’s supporters resentful
at his shoddy shove-off and
Khairy Jamaluddin’s camp incensed over his exclusion from
Najib’s Cabinet!
This unenviable condition of
BN’s, and not the self-trumpeted
or media-hyped merits of particular personalities, marks the
Abdullah-Najib leadership transition as the unhappiest one in
our political history. How has the
condition arisen?

Crises

and

the

melodrama.
Just like that the fifth Prime Minister and sixth Umno President
was gone, overshadowed by
Umno’s elections, Najib’s ascension, the by-elections in Batang
Ai, Bukit Gantang and Bukit
Selambau, and the judicial outcomes in the Perak crisis.
But has the transition, reluctantly
accepted by Abdullah, cleared
Umno’s impasse?
Abdullah was an unlikely survivor of Umno’s intense factional
fighting. He emerged from Team
B’s loss in the splintering election
of 1987 to be reappointed to Tun
Dr Mahathir Mohamad’s Cabinets of the 1990s. He even overcame a personal defeat in 1993 by
Dato’ Seri Anwar Ibrahim’s
‘Wawasan Team’ to be Mahathir’s
sole successful ‘anointed successor’.

man

Exit Abdullah. No pomp, little
hand wringing, few tears; merely
a half-sad, somewhat rueful farewell speech that punctuated
Umno’s year-long ‘transition’

Crises unexpectedly raised
Abdullah to leadership and crises unceremoniously removed
him from it. He was beneficiary
and casualty of the political flux
spun by Reformasi and swirled by
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Unable to build on his 2004 triumph, Abdullah could not contain BN’s humiliation by PR’s
rise. Hence, he departed to media
ruminations of how he could have
been a great prime minister had
he walked, or made Umno walk,
his talk of reform.

So much for so little
Yet the manner of Abdullah’s toppling – which Mahathir demanded ‘from outside’, Tan Sri
Muhyiddin Yassin manipulated
‘from below’, and Najib nudged
‘at his side’ – points to Umno’s
persisting predicament.
When a majority of Malay voters
spurned him in 1999, Mahathir
lamented that Melayu mudah lupa
(‘Malays easily forgot’). When
Umno was recently spurned by the
Bukit Gantang voters, Muhyiddin
said the Chinese were ungrateful
(tidak membalas budi) and didn’t
appreciate (tidak menghargai) benefits they’d received.
But in tagging Abdullah as the
source of Umno’s defeats, conveniently personalising the party’s
errors, the anti-Abdullah factions
ungratefully forgot that he’d
saved them from the Malay antiMahafiraun wave of 1999.
With only small-scale populist

measures for the rural populace,
minor overtures to the civil service
and reformist rhetoric, Abdullah
managed to raise Umno to an unprecedented height in the 2004
general election.
There was the rub. So little was
actually offered by Abdullah, and
so little did he try to change
Umno. Yet, so warm was the response of an electorate that
clamoured for reforms, and, relieved to see Mahathir leave,
wanted a closure to the Anwar
affair.
But a person is not a party, or only
very rarely so. And image can’t
substitute for reality, or only very
briefly so. The flip-flop gentility of
an avuncular ‘Pak Lah’ melted in
the hubris of an Umno that mistook a momentary reprieve for an
unstoppable resurgence.
Umno forgot: its spell over the voters, strongest in 1995 when
Mahathir was virtually BN, was
broken by the mauling of Anwar.
But the voters who grew up with
or after Reformasi remembered: in
defiance of Umno’s post-2004 antics, they swelled the ‘tsunami’.

No

longer

spellbound

Today, Najib can hardly restore
the spell.
One obvious reason is personal.
No other premier has assumed
power burdened with a low popularity rating and serious allegations which he has denied without being able to dissipate.
A second reason has to do with
the voters’ attitudes. Having
fallen for the media applause for
Abdullah when Mahathir departed, they’re much more
guarded against similar exercises
in praise of Najib.
A third reason is organisational.
Over and over again, Umno has
shown itself incapable of internal
reform, the latest evidence for
which comes from its party election which was plagued with
‘money politics’. As Khairy was
to learn it the humiliating way, his
election as Pemuda Umno chief
was immediately greeted by jeers
of ‘Rasuah, Rasuah’ (‘Bribery, Bribery’).
In vain, therefore, did Tengku

Razaleigh Hamzah argue for a
drastic organisational and ideological transformation of Umno,
he being probably the only leader
who could credibly oversee such
a transformation.

The

drubbing

By now, BN’s 0–4 drubbing in the
peninsular by-elections since August 2008 makes clear that it’s not
one discrete matter or another that
stands in Umno’s path of electoral
revival.
Led by Najib, Umno entered
Permatang Pauh to ‘bury Anwar’,
as Khairy boasted, with a Sodomy
II-based campaign only to be buried itself, as Razaleigh sneered.
Parti Islam triumphed in Kuala
Trengganu despite another Najibcaptained campaign that brazenly handed out ‘development
instant noodles’ to local contractors and ill-disguised warnings to
non-Malay voters.
Under Muhyiddin, the new
Deputy Prime Minister, Umno relentlessly attacked Datuk Seri
Mohammad Nizar Jamaluddin in
Bukit Gantang for the latter’s alleged treason (towards the Sultan
of Perak). Umno’s campaign portrayed Pas as the Democratic Action Party’s stooge. But Nizar’s
majority rose by 80 per cent over
that of his deceased predecessor’s.
In Bukit Selambau, Datuk Seri
Hishamuddin Hussein, a new
Umno Vice-President, managed
the BN’s deployment of the Malaysian Indian Congress in a contest mysteriously crowded by independent candidates. The voters
rejected the BN and the independents to give the young Parti
Keadilan Rakyat candidate a
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higher majority.
Different Umno bigwigs leading
different campaigns in variously
composed constituencies in four
separate states had the distinction
of achieving a uniform result: defeat by a larger margin. Umno’s
overall predicament is now larger
than the sum of its parts.
Learn from history, Mahathir tediously intones, fearful the young
won’t listen to him (which might
well be so). Yet the voters have
learnt their history, specifically
their error of 2004: there’s no
change without opposition. It’d be
pointless for Najib to invite them,
as Abdullah once did, to ‘work
with me, not for me’.

Who’s

working?

Who then can Najib have working with him?
Asked to be judged by his actions,
Najib dropped several ministers,
among them Abdullah loyalists,
from his Cabinet. But Najib retained as the Chief Minister of
Melaka, Mohamad Ali Rustam,
the front-runner who was disqualified from the Umno deputy
president’s contest because the
party’s disciplinary body found
him guilty of ‘money politics’.

Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon, Datuk
Seri Sharizat Abdul Jalil, Datuk Dr
Awang Adek Hussin and Datin
Paduka Chew Mei Fun. What
message does this act send?
Wouldn’t it be, as Kadir Jasin,
Umno’s one-time scribe, suggests
(albeit via unsigned comments at
his blog), that many capable
people couldn’t win elections
while many MPs who won were
not capable?
Moreover, when Koh accepted his
posts, he broke his word, publicly
given on the eve of ‘8 March’, to
refuse a senator’s appointment if
he was defeated – for then ‘I can
no longer speak on behalf of the
people if I am no longer representing them’. Does his action rejuvenate Parti Gerakan Rakyat or add
ridicule to a party many think is
politically dead but won’t lie
down?

What’s

working?

Away from personalities, Najib’s
initial offerings are made ‘too little,
too late’.

Seeking to reunite Umno after the
election, Najib sidelined Khairy
while appointing as a deputy
minister the latter’s defeated opponent, Mukhriz Mahathir, noteworthy for trying to be his father’s
clone.
Through the ‘back door’ of the
Senate, Najib brought into his
‘People’s Cabinet’ several losers
from the 2008 election, including
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Just as he’d promised to respect
media freedom, the police banned
the mention of Altantuya
Shaariibuu’s name in the last
three by-elections, while Minister
of Information, Communications,
Arts and Culture Datuk Seri Dr
Rais Yatim has lately warned
bloggers not to ‘twist the truth’.
In any case, innumerable online
journalists, bloggers, netizens,
and their fans and followers – including, for the record, C.H.E. Det
and Ku Li – have seized media
freedom for themselves.
For vision, Najib offers an alphanumeric ‘1Malaysia’. But how
many Malaysias did he think
there were before when every
Umno General Assembly from
2005 to 2007 cynically gutted
Bangsa Malaysia – the one
Mahathirist legacy worth preserving – with no demur from Najib?
But, again, many of our people,
especially the youth, have on their
own learnt and practised new
ways of seeing and regarding

themselves as social equals in a
single Malaysia.

Who’s

cooperating?

With each loss since ‘8 March’,
BN parties were trapped in intracoalition differences which were
practically inter-ethnic recriminations. Had Umno further alienated non-Malay voters by its aggressive ketuanan Melayu assertions? Were the Malaysian Chinese Association, Gerakan and
MIC no longer able to command
the loyalty of unappreciative nonMalay voters any more?
If Umno’s calls to preserve ‘Malay
unity’ couldn’t move the Malaymajority constituencies, and its
non-Malay partners in BN
couldn’t frighten non-Malay voters with Pas’s ‘Islamic state’, how
was BN to reinvent itself?
In contrast, DAP, Pas and PKR
seemed to have taken a leaf out of
the BN’s book of intra-coalition
amiability. The PR parties are
troubled by putative ‘incompatibilities’, inexperience in governing, and many real problems of
coalition politics. And yet, PR attained a level of cooperation that
was both cause and effect in its 4–
0 thrashing of BN.
The reason for this achievement,
crucial to PR’s establishment of a
lasting two-coalition system, is
not Anwar’s charisma as PR
leader although his charisma and
influence are not to be discounted
at all.

Critical

shifts

At the heart of PR’s advance is a
sea-change at the social level. Attitudes and conduct, especially of
the youth and young voters, have

altered although they’re not
wholly formed or fixed. Still, the
outlines of that potentially farreaching change are discernible in
peculiar ways.
To his credit, Khairy, callow in his
politicking, has a shrewder sense
of this social development than
his Umno enemies who hem him
in now that his father-in-law is
out. For example, he differed from
the politicians who sat on sinecures in sporting bodies. He went
to the ground, sponsoring his
MyTeam socceroos, mixing play
with pride in a manner that youth
would appreciate. Better still, he’d
not reacted viscerally against the
Mat Rempits. He’d urged society
to listen to them, give them space
and socially re-induct them.
Had Khairy been given the ‘youth
and sports’ ministry – the portfolio that traditionally blooded the
Pemuda Umno chief – he might
formulate policy initiatives that
showed an empathy for the unpredictable ways of being young
and ‘drifting’ instead of routinely
condemning manifestations of
budaya lepak (culture of idleness).
In a different way, Farish Noor
had captured the change at the
social level in his brilliant coverage of the 8 March election in
Kelantan. Farish recalled that outside the counting centre in Kota
Bharu, upon hearing that Lim Kit
Siang had won, Pas supporters
gave thanks, ‘Allahuakhbar!’ How
could it not be, as Farish’s article
was titled, ‘Another Country, Another Election’ (Off the Edge, April
2008)?

YouTube

clips

More recently, the YouTube has
become a rich source of multimeAliran Monthly : Vol.29(3) Page 7

dia experiments that express new
attitudes.
On 29 March 2009, nomination
day for the Bukit Gantang by-election, thousands of PR members
and supporters held a carnivallike gathering, separated by a cordon of riot police from BN supporters, likewise numbering thousands.
If the symbolism of its supporters
was anything to go by, PR took its
proclaimed brand of multi-ethnic
politics seriously. The PR contingent had a (Chinese) lion dance
troupe, a group of (Indian) drummers, and a (Malay) chorus led in
mass renditions of nasyid by some
singers using hailers.
The relatively solemn singing of
nasyid by the chorus of Malays
and mostly Pas members and supporters was immediately understandable. A seemingly incongruous novelty was for the chorus to
yell homespun electoral battle
‘hymns’ in Malay (Kita lawan!, Kita
tawan!, Re-for-ma-si!, Hidup
keadilan!, Hancur rasuah!, Hancur
BN!, Pangkah bulan!, etc.) to the
tune of … When The Saints Go
Marching In!

The moon and I
During its 2008 election campaign, Pas once unveiled an
imaginative, not to say strikingly
inclusive, slogan: Ride the Rocket
to the Moon for Justice! In Bukit
Gantang 13 months later, some of
the DAP’s women leaders, including MP Ms Chong Eng, rendered
a refrain, so to speak.
They sang Yueliang daibiao wo de
xin (The moon represents my heart).
Perhaps they sang with more feeling for the cause than a feel for the

Amir Muhammad

Sabri Zain

song. But they thereby lent a subliminal tenor to their call to the
Chinese voters to support
Mohammad Nizar Jamaluddin:
‘The candidate of the moon represents us. ’

Evidently BN wasn’t to be left behind in all this. Datuk Seri Ahmad
Zahid Hamidi, then Minister (for
Religious Affairs) in the Prime
Minister’s Department, attended
a concert where ‘sexy and scantily clad women’ staged skits that
Zahid pronounced to be ‘part of
Chinese culture’. He told the press
he wouldn’t have performances
like those ‘in my constituency’,
though. To each his own culture,
presumably, but it wouldn’t be
quite ‘1Malaysia’, would it?

At one point in the campaign trail,
the Mandarin-, Cantonese- and
Hokkien-speaking Nizar, the embattled icon of the gambling-prohibiting Pas, did the honours of
starting a mah jong game for some
constituents. At another point, in
the poor fishing community of
Pulau Langga, some voters who
met him referred to Pas’s ‘moon’
as a ‘ping-pong’ that could ‘rise
high’.

Culturally

yours

Elsewhere in Batu Gantang,
even as the Ministry of Home
Affairs and the police banned
the name of Altantuya
Shaariibuu from the by-election
campaigns, some PKR politicians performed cheng beng rites
for the soul of the poor Mongolian woman. Theirs was not a
political act, they said, which
only served to make their gesture
oblique but defiant.

New

Steven Gan

senses

These and many more episodes
are captured on YouTube clips.
Via them, one can retrace ‘alternative’ multimedia innovations,
such as the uproarious Comedy
Court and the creative Nut Graph,
in one long, deepening movement
from the tsunami to Reformasi.
Today’s bloggers, netizens, and
YouTubers are part of an imagined community of dissent that
columnist Amir Muhammad, diarist Sabri Zain, journalist Steven
Gan, nascent webmaster ‘RPK’,
novelist Shahnon Ahmad, and
cartoonist Zunar, among many
Aliran Monthly : Vol.29(3) Page 8

Zunar

others, helped to create a decade
ago.
In showing what it means to reinvent so that one sees the world
and feels the pulses of society
afresh, they’ve continued the journey in socio-cultural experimentation that paralleled the political
evolution of ADIL into KeADILan,
of Gerak into Barisan Alternatif,
and of BA into PR.
In this aliran (flow) where invention is dissidence, how can BN not
be adrift and clueless? q

POLITICS

The April ‘tri-elections’
in
retrospect
Pakatan has now firmly co-opted BN’s winning formula
especially in the ethnically ‘mixed’ seats in Peninsular
Malaysia.
by Ong Kian Ming
ith the excitement of the
three by-elections on 7
April now firmly in the
rearview mirror, we can
take stock of their significance and
what the results mean to the BN
and to Pakatan.

W

The by-elections were played up
as a mini-referendum of sorts by
Pakatan and this was echoed in
many of the headlines and bylines
in the print as well as online media.

Mini-referendum(s)
It is not hard to see why these three
by-elections would be seen as a
mini-referendum.
Firstly, the ethnic composition
and geographical distribution of
the seats in question would be a
good ‘bell weather’ of the political sentiment of voters in Malaysia.
Bukit Gantang is a Malay-majority seat (63% Malay) in a by-election which featured an Umno candidate going up against a Pas
candidate. Bukit Selambau is a
mixed seat (50% Malay) with a
significant minority of Indian vot-

ers (30% Indian) which featured
an MIC candidate going up
against an Indian PKR candidate.
Finally, Batang Ai is primarily a
Dayak seat (90% Dayak) in the
state of Sarawak which featured
a PRS candidate going up against
a PKR candidate.

the ousted MB of Perak, further
accentuated this point. And the
fact that the then incoming Prime
Minister, Najib Tun Razak, was
seen as the prime mover behind
BN’s takeover in Perak made the
Bukit Gantang seat the biggest
‘prize’ among the three.

But it is not just the ethnic composition and geographic distribution
of these seats which made them
significant. The media or the opposition did not have to do much
to convince the voters in Bukit
Gantang that this was an unofficial ‘referendum’ on BN’s takeover
of the Pakatan state government
in Perak. The fact that Pas chose
to field Mohd Nizar Jamaluddin,

The Bukit Selambau seat could be
best described as a mini-referendum on the sentiment of Indian
voters. While there was speculation that the Kedah state government was being targeted for another BN takeover, the resignation
of independent-turned-PKR exco,
V Arumugam, was associated
with personal issues. The emergence of new Indian issues at the
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the timing of the by-elections, right after Najib
Tun Razak became
president of Umno and
later sworn in as
Malaysia’s sixth Prime
Minister four days before polling day, put
him squarely in the
public’s view. In other
words, the by-elections
were seen as somewhat
of a vote of confidence
in Najib’s leadership as
the new Prime Minister.

national stage since March 2008
such as the death of Kugan while
he was in police custody figured
prominently in Bukit Selambau.

Hence, in addition to
the local factors and issues that would inevitably be raised in a typical by-election, the national dimension featured in all
three by-elections, or at least in the
interpretation of the results.
And the results showed…

Finally, Batang Ai was significant
for Pakatan because the opposition coalition needed to make inroads into Sabah and Sarawak if
it wanted to have any chance of
winning federal power in the next
general election, due by 2013.
While the opposition has a track
record of winning Chinese-majority seats in Sarawak at the state
and parliamentary level, it has
found the going much harder in
Iban/Dayak-majority seats. The
by-election here was a test of how
much headway Pakatan could
make in the Iban/Dayak ground,
an important test in the run-up to
the Sarawak state elections, due
by 2011. In addition, it was also
seen as a test of the popularity of
the long-standing Chief Minister,
Abdul Taib Mahmud.
But perhaps most importantly,

On Wednesday, 8 April, most of
the headlines in the mainstream
newspapers read that the ‘status
quo’ had been maintained because
Pakatan had maintained the two
seats it previously held in Peninsular Malaysia and the BN maintained the Batang Ai seat in
Sarawak.
The BN can take some comfort in
that it somehow, against expectations, managed to more than
double its previous majority of 806
votes achieved in Batang Ai in the
2006 Sarawak state elections to
1,854 votes in this by-election.
But Pakatan managed to almost
double its majority in the Bukit
Gantang parliamentary seat from
1,566 votes in 2008 to 2,789 votes
in 2009. Up north in Kedah, the
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presence of 13 independent candidates in Bukit Selambau failed
to dent Pakatan. The anticipated
Indian ‘backlash’ over PKR’s candidate, S Manikumar, did not
materialise resulting in a majority of 2,403 for Pakatan, a slight
increase from the 2,362 majority
achieved by the then independent
candidate in 2008.
While the seats did not change
hands, Pakatan claimed a ‘moral’
victory in Bukit Gantang. The fact
that Nizar was voted in with
higher votes in a Malay majority
seat, was immediately seized on
by the opposition as an indictment
of the BN’s grubby takeover of the
Pakatan state government in
Perak. Nizar’s victory also showcased the benefits of cooperation
between Pas and the DAP within
the context of Pakatan. The Bukit
Gantang victory was also touted
as an indictment of Najib and to a
certain extent, newly elected
Umno vice-president and recently
named Defence Minister Ahmad
Zahid Haimid, both of whom
were seen as instrumental in planning the BN takeover of Perak.
While the possibility of the dissolution of the Perak state assembly
is still somewhat remote, the result in Bukit Gantang would
surely be seen by some as being
unfavorable to the palace in Perak
and probably has added to the
damage incurred on the part of the
esteem of the Royal Family in this
state.
In Bukit Selambau, Anwar’s
gamble of fielding a candidate of
his choice seemed to have paid off.
The independent candidates all
lost their deposits and could only
muster a total of 1,326 votes (less
than 6% of valid votes cast) out of

which, only 266 or 20% went to
the Indian independent candidates. The ‘sound and fury’ reminiscent of dramatic Tamil movies
demonstrated by many of the independent candidates clearly did
not translate into actual votes
against the Pakatan. Spoilt votes
– all 415 of them – comprised less
than 2% of total votes cast which
is about average in a regular contest.
As unpopular a candidate as S.
Manikumar may have been, at
least in the beginning, the nonMalay voters knew that a vote for
him would be a vote for an exco
representative from their own
seat, which would presumably
bring about more access to development funds from the state to this
constituency.
Pakatan’s victory in Bukit
Selambau will surely put to rest
any of the rumors that Kedah
would be the next state to ‘fall’
after Perak. The Pas government
in Kedah is safe, at least until the
next general election.
If there was any damage done to
Pakatan, it was in Batang Ai.
Here, the increased majority was
interpreted as a result of two main
factors – the influence of money
politics that has a larger impact
in a rural constituency in Sarawak
than in Peninsular Malaysia or
other more urban constituencies
in the same state and the selection
of the former PRS/BN MP, Jawah
Gerang, as Pakatan’s candidate
instead of former Snap and now
PKR member, Nicholas Bawin.
This loss is a clear message to
Anwar that he has to go back to
the drawing board in terms of
planning his Sarawak and perhaps even East Malaysia strategy.

Devil

in

the

detail

In addition to the majorities
achieved by the respective winning sides, there are other aspects
of each election which are of some
national significance. A closer examination of voting trends at the
saluran levels usually will reveal
interesting figures including racial and generational voting.
Unfortunately, I only managed to
obtain detailed saluran data for
the Bukit Gantang by-elections.
For Bukit Selambau, I obtained
polling district vote data for the
two main candidates and for
Batang Ai, I obtained approximate
polling station figures. This of
course restricts my ability to accurately analyse the patterns and
trends from the saluran data but I
will attempt to draw attention to
some broad patterns with a particular focus on Bukit Gantang,
since I have firm saluran data for
that seat.
Using the polling station returns
and the ethnic composition of
each polling station for the 1999
and 2004 general elections and
the corresponding set of data at
the saluran level for the 2008 and
2009 general elections, I estimated
the level of Malay and non-Malay
support for the BN from 1999 to

the most recent by-election. The
results are shown in Table 1 below.
The results show a clear trend.
The BN managed to win relatively comfortable majorities in
1999 and 2004 by virtue of very
high levels of non-Malay support of 71% and 84% respectively. But Pas managed to win
this seat in 2008 because of the
catastrophic drop in level of
non-Malay support for the BN
from 84% to 35%.
While the BN managed to increase its share of the Malay vote
from 53% to 58% in the recent byelection, the further 13% drop in
the level of non-Malay support for
the BN more than ‘made up’ for
the increase in Malay support, resulting in an increased majority
for Pas.
The Chinese majority (more than
95% Chinese) polling station of
Kuala Sepetang illustrates the extent of the fall in the non-Malay
support for the BN. This was a
polling station where the BN won
67% of the popular vote in the
2004 general election. In 2008, the
BN only managed 29% of the
popular vote here and in the recent by-election, the BN support
fell to just 16%.

Table 1: Bukit Gantang Estimate – Malay and
non-Malay BN support, 1999 to 2009
Year
1999
2004
2008
2009

Malay
BN support
51%
51%
53%
58%

Non-Malay
BN support
71%
84%
35%
22%
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Winning Majority
5,101 (BN-Umno)
8,888 (BN-Gerakan)
1,566 (Pas)
2,789 (Pakatan-Pas)

I wrote the following in
Malaysiakini
(http://www.
malaysiakini.com/news/
102216) and I think it sums up
well the implications of the racial
voting patterns in Bukit Gantang.
The BN formula of vote pooling
that used to guarantee it victory
in almost all ethnically ‘mixed’ or
heterogeneous seats worked as
follows.
In Malay majority ‘mixed’ seats
such as Bukit Gantang, the BN
can afford to split the Malay vote
and still win large majorities on
the back of almost unanimous
non-Malay support. In nonMalay majority ‘mixed’ seats, the
BN can afford to split the nonMalay vote and win on the back
of Malay support.
In the 2008 general election, the
Bukit Gantang seat was won by
Pas by reversing the BN winning formula in its favour. Pas
lost out slightly on the Malay
vote but gained from a huge
swing against the BN among the
non-Malays. This pattern was
repeated again in the recent byelection but with a slight decrease in Malay support and a
significant spike in non-Malay
support.

That the BN managed to increase
its share of the Malay vote by 5%
was slightly surprising to me but
one has to consider the following
factors: the BN benefited from a
post-Umno General Assembly
‘bounce’ from Malay voters who
also wanted to give Najib the benefit of the doubt (at least for now)
as the new PM; and Pas’ machinery faced difficulty in penetrating
the ‘ground’ given that this constituency has been BN hands for
a long time.

spite increasing the level of Malay
support, the BN still only managed to ‘split’ the Malay vote 50/
50 among the youngest saluran
where the average age of the voters is below 35 years. Table 2 below shows the average level of BN
support by the average age of the
saluran divided into Malay majority saluran (over 70% Malay) and
non-Malay majority saluran (below 50% Malay) for the 2008 general election and 2009 by-election
in Bukit Gantang.

That the support for the BN among
the non-Malays fell to a little bit
more than 22% should not be that
surprising given the perception
that the non-Malays ‘lost’ the most
from BN’s takeover of the Perak
state government. Despite promises of ‘solving’ the Temporary
Occupancy Licenses (TOLs) faced
by the non-Malay voters, the BN
failed to reserve the precipitous
slide in its share of non-Malay
support.

Given the fact that younger voters
will comprise a larger percentage
of voters in the next general election, this generational gap faced
by the BN will be more significant
over time, as larger numbers of
younger voters enter into the electorate to replace the older voters
who will comprise a smaller percentage of the electorate over time.

Furthermore, an analysis of the
saluran shows that the BN still
faces a ‘generational’ deficit. Because the polling streams or
saluran are organised according to
age, it allows analysts like me to
examine the level of support by the
average age of each saluran. De-

Without the saluran data for Bukit
Selambau, I cannot do a similar
in-depth analysis of the results in
that by-election. However, armed
with the polling station returns for
the two main candidates, I am
able to make the following conclusions.
Graph 1 shows the level of BN
support on the y-axis and the per-

Table 2: BN support by saluran, Malay majority and non-Malay majority,
2008 general election and 2009 by-election
2009 by-election
Average Age

2008 GE

2009 by-election

>=70% Malay

2008 GE

<50% Malay

of Saluran
>=55

57.0%

53.8%

38.4%

46.8%

<55, >=35

54.2%

49.9%

33.0%

38.7%

<35

50.0%

45.0%

32.0%

40.6%
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Graph 1: BN% versus Malay% (2008 and 2009)

lysts, including me, who thought
that this race would go down the
wire and would be decided by a
few hundred votes on either side
but most likely in favor of the BN.
While the opposition may question the counting process in the
Batang Ai seat (more on this below), it is more likely that the role
of last minute ‘incentives’ into the
pro-BN longhouses were the driving force behind the increased
majority.

centage of Malay voters in the polling station on the x-axis. The linear pattern, where the lower the
percentage of Malay voters in a
polling station, the lower the percentage of BN support, can be
clearly observed using data from
the 2008 general election as well
as from the recent by-election.
The level of non-Malay support
for the Pakatan candidate was
more or less maintained at its 2008
level.
One can also make the conclusion
that the presence of the independent candidates probably hurt the
BN more than it did Pakatan. The
top two vote getters among the
independent candidates were
both Malay candidates, one of
whom was a former Umno division committee member in Merbok.
Mejar Anuar Abdul Hamid was
singled out as being the only independent candidate of significance by Samy Vellu and this assessment turned out to be right as
he garnered 528 out of the 1,326
total votes obtained by the BN.
The other Malay candidate,
Husaini Yaccob, garnered 257

votes. By contrast, the Indian independent candidates only managed to garner 266 votes in total.
In Bukit Selambau, the Pakatan
‘formula’, used so effectively previously by the BN, proved itself to
be the winning formula once
again. Pakatan overwhelmingly
won the non-Malay vote (at least
70% would be my estimate) and
held its own on the Malay ground
(perhaps winning approximately
40% of the Malay vote) thereby delivering more or less the same
majority won by Arumugam
when he contested as an independent in the 2008 general election.
In the case of Batang Ai, preliminary polling station results show
the BN winning all but three of
the 26 polling stations, most of
them by very comfortable majorities.
The ethnic homogeneity of this
seat as well as the small number
of voters in each polling station
precludes the use of sophisticated
statistical analysis of the results.
But the eventual majority of over
1,800 votes surprised most ana-
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The more important question to
ask is if this sort of strategy will
work for the BN in the Sarawak
state elections when ‘goodies’ and
other ‘instant noodles’ have to be
distributed across a larger number of constituencies.
What it does mean is that Anwar
and Pakatan have to go back to
the drawing board in terms of devising its Sarawak strategy. It is a
very long way off from taking control of the state government in the
next Sarawak election, a promise
which was made by Anwar a few
months back.
To recap, while the status quo in
terms of both sides defending
their seats was maintained, the
moral victory was probably won
by Pakatan. In the larger context
of post March 2008 by-elections,
the score is now Pakatan 4
(Permatang
Pauh,
Kuala
Terengganu, Bukit Gantang, Bukit
Selambau), the BN 1 (Batang Ai).

The

‘independence’
of the EC

If there was any clear loser in these
by-elections, it would probably be
the Election Commission which
once again failed to play its role

seem greatly affected by
the Tuesday polling day,
even a shift of one or two
per cent among outstation voters who tend to be
younger and also more
likely to vote for the opposition, can make all the
difference, especially in a
close race.

as an independent commission
tasked with organising elections
in a free and fair fashion.
The EC has been consistent in trying to deflect away criticism that
it doesn’t do anything to level the
electoral playing field. It claims
that it doesn’t have power in areas such as ensuring equal air
time for all parties (which comes
under the control of the Ministry
of Information) or in prosecuting
alleged election offences such as
millions of ringgit of ‘instant
noodle’ projects and cash handouts (which comes under the control of the police). But even in areas in which the EC has control
of, it has fallen short in playing
the role of a neutral arbiter.
Firstly, the EC decided to set the
polling date on a Tuesday (7
April) instead of a weekend. The
EC could have easily set the polling day on 4 April, a Saturday, to
give the opportunity for voters
from all three constituencies who
were away to return to cast their
vote. While the turnout did not

There was also the perception (and in case the
EC forgot, perception is
everything in politics)
that nomination and polling days for the by-elections were ‘conveniently’
set after the end of the
Umno general assembly
elections and quite close to the 60day deadline within which the
EC has to call an election after a
seat has been vacated so as to give
Umno and the BN a leg-up in the
by-elections. There was an element of allowing the Umno general assembly and the new PM’s
‘bounce’ to assist the BN’s
chances. In my opinion, without
this ‘bounce’ and if the by-elections had been held earlier,
Nizar’s majority may well have
exceeded 5,000 votes.
Finally, the decision by the EC to
not stick by its own rules to count
the ballots in 14 out of the 26 polling stations at the respective polling stations in the Batang Ai byelection but instead transport
those ballot boxes to a centralised
counting location opened itself up
to accusations of ‘ballot tampering’. A Pakatan leader coordinating the Batang Ai campaign said
that the locks on some of the ballot boxes were ‘tampered with’.
Anwar Ibrahim was quoted as
saying that some of the ballot
boxes were ‘dumped into the sea’.
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While the likelihood that some of
these boxes were actually replaced wholesale by members of
the EC is probably quite small, the
fact that the EC was not careful
enough to anticipate these criticisms and then be pro-active in responding to them, showed a definite lack of responsiveness on the
part of the EC.

Conclusion
The results of these three by-elections confirmed that Pakatan has
now firmly co-opted BN’s winning formula especially in the ethnically ‘mixed’ seats in Peninsular Malaysia.
The challenge for Pakatan is to
continue to consolidate itself,
strengthen inter-party cooperation and find ways to chip at the
BN’s hold on the majority of
Malay voters. If Pakatan can decrease the level of Malay BN support to about 50%, this would be
sufficient for Pakatan to win a
majority of seats in Peninsular
Malaysia.
For the BN, the challenge is for it
to hold on to the Malay voters and
to raise its level of non-Malay support to a respectable 35-40%. In
the meantime, Najib has a government to run, many political fires
to put out and at the same time,
manage an economy that is slipping into recession, if it hasn’t
done so already. q
Ong Kian Ming is a PhD
candidate in Political
Science at Duke University. He can be reached
at im.ok.man (at) gmail
(dot) (com).

DEMOCRACY

ACT NOW! Vibrant democracy
requires eternal vigilance
If we are passionate about Malaysia and our birthright,
then we should ACT NOW to save our democracy
by Andrew Aeria
n early March, University Malaya Law lecturer
Azmi Sharom made a
very pertinent observation in his weekly Star column that
‘Malaysians have this thing
where they hope some mighty
champion will sweep down from
the mountains and solve their
problems for them’.

I

His point was that instead of
waiting for this ‘mighty champion’ to turn up and do the job for
us, we should instead use whatever resources we have at hand
and just ACT NOW if we want to
mend our broken democracy and
save it from our numerous
‘ Bolehland-class’ politicians (defined as MPs, Aduns and party
members who are either plain
foul-mouthed, ‘tidak apa’, sexist,
racist, lazy, corrupt, incompetent
and even thuggish with only their
personal and family’s material
interests at heart). And by this, I
also include many over-estimated
opposition Pakatan Rakyat (PR)
politicians and civil service bureaucrats as well.
There is a fundamental misunderstanding currently prevalent
within our society that we do not

Azmi Sharom

Fairus

need to do anything about our democracy since we have already
elected PR (our ‘Mighty Champion’?) as our loyal parliamentary
opposition serving King and
country. As well, we elected them
to govern in five states and so we
have to ‘give them time’ to settle
into the job. Unfortunately, this is
self-deceiving and ultimately
toxic to democracy. Simply because democracy is much more
than just elections and what happens in parliament. And it certainly won’t flourish after merely
being ‘given time’.

Just as we cannot assume that the
Barisan Nasional (BN) government will act in our interests (and
they often do not) simply because
they are the ‘federal government’,
there is also no justification to assume that PR will act in our interests whether as the parliamentary
opposition or as the state government, if only we ‘gave them time’!
In other words, we may have
elected them to act in our interests
but who is to ensure that they do
so if not ourselves?
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I think the unholy actions of the

CM Lim Guan Eng: Bans NST

Perak three stooges, the recent resignation of the PR Penang Deputy
Chief Minister/Penanti Adun,
and Chief Minister Lim Guan
Eng’s ban on the NST attending
state government press conferences and his increasingly cosy
relationship with housing developers are proof that the argument
of ‘giving them time’ or ‘giving
them chance’ is a hollow one when
it comes to ensuring a healthy democracy. Similarly, if we do not
upbraid the civil service for its
deep-rooted incompetence and
inability to meet public demands
efficiently, who is going to hold
them to account? The government? Likewise, although in principle the police are here to protect
us, who in fact is going to protect
us from the police if not ourselves?
In the light of recent cases of reported police corruption, incompetence and abuse, I think you get
my drift, no? Thus, eternal vigilance is the name of the democratic
game.
My assumption here of course is
that we ordinary Malaysians
want to do something to rehabilitate the bleak circumstances of our

democracy. In doing so, we hope
to improve the quality of our society, our lives and the future for our
children. If, however, we are not
interested in doing anything, well,
that is also a free choice in a democratic society. Only, please don’t
complain if Malaysia turns into a
failed state like Zimbabwe and
Burma simply for want of vigilant
citizen action! After all, as Robert
Maynard Hutchins said, ‘The
death of democracy is not likely
to be an assassination from ambush. It will be a slow extinction
from apathy, indifference, and undernourishment’. But if we are citizens passionate about Malaysia
and our birthright, which should
not be surrendered to politicians
and/or bureaucrats under any
circumstances, then we should
just get stuck in and ACT NOW to
save our democracy and to make
it safe and secure from predatory
politicians and/or bureaucrats.

•

•

•

Here then are some “wish list”
action ideas we can undertake to
protect and promote democracy.
The how?
• Start with yourself. Commit
yourself to uphold democracy,
human rights (HR) and integrity at all times. Remember
Michael Jackson’s ‘Man in the
Mirror’? Change starts with
me!
• Practise and nurture democracy and HR within your
home. Educate all family members about the importance of
democracy and integrity. This
is a long-term project.
• Promote and uphold democratic ideals, HR and good governance when attending
mosque, church, temple, work
place, school, association, club
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•

•

•

•

•

activities and events. Get your
local group to organise awareness sessions about democracy, HR and the need for leaders with integrity.
Challenge undemocratic practices and HR abuses everywhere you find it – be it at
home, school, church, mosque,
temple, NGO, club, association, workplace, or on the
streets.
Pepper your daily conversation with issues concerning
Malaysia’s democratic deficit,
weak HR and lack of integrity
among politicians. Dialogue
with others about creative and
practical ways to improve
things. Don’t simply complain, complain, complain….
Always respect the rule of law,
especially laws that are in harmony with democratic principles and human rights.
Peacefully defy laws that are
not democratic like laws
against peaceful public assembly, shouting ‘Justice for
Altantuya Sharibuu’ aloud in
public, etc. We don’t need permission from the police or ‘5
sen 2’ politicians to exercise
our human and constitutional
rights.
Refuse to give bribes to anyone
no matter what! Bribes undermine the rule of law, our society and ultimately our souls.
Print issue-oriented car stickers and badges, distribute/sell
and use/display.
Design, print, and distribute/
sell T-shirts and postcards
with democratic messages.
Take photos or videos of good
examples and/or sickening
abuse of democracy and HR.
Upload them to various
internet blog sites or YouTube.
Start your own blog or join

•

•

•

•

Facebook/Friendster. Give
your blog or social networking
page a democratic reform and
HR focus. Network with other
bloggers
and
netizens.
Organise yourselves online
and push for key online campaigns to strengthen democracy – such as bloggers against
the ISA, better public transport,
ending discrimination, and
ending corruption, etc.
Join a cause-oriented NGO
such as Aliran, Amnesty International, Transparency International, ERA Consumer,
Hakam, Suaram, Tenaganita,
Komas, and other professional
associations and trade unions.
Meet its members. Contribute
your talents to strengthening
the organisations and civil society. Network with other
NGOs/professional associations. Get the NGO/association to organise public meetings and national campaigns
to strengthen democracy and
HR.
Join your local Residents’ Association (RA). Push your RA
to take up local government issues, including local government elections to ensure that
the local council uses public
funds in a more accountable,
transparent and efficient manner. No RA in your neighbourhood? Start one!
Hold regular discussions with
other members of your RA
about how to improve the quality of community life in your
neighbourhood; invite your
MP/Adun to attend. Pressure
the MP/Adun to take up your
neighbourhood and also larger
issues.
Network with other groups on
common issues. Solidarity of
many is strength.

Tanjong Bungah residents' tea party

• Write/fax or e-mail your MP/
Adun or ministries or MACC/
JAC/Suhakam about democracy, HR and other key problem issues in your neighbourhood and/or society. Be courteous but firm. Keep ‘harassing’ them. Copy letters/faxes
to your local mainstream and
internet newspapers, blogs,
NGOs, industry and professional associations, ministries,
Governor, Sultan, King, Ambassadors, and UN SecretaryGeneral. Send them letters
regularly. Only consider a petition if you can raise thousands of signatures.
• Take time to visit the office of
your local MP/Adun on your
own or better still with a group
of residents. Get to know them.
Request them to take a stand
on issues of democracy and
HR concerns. Visit your MP/
Adun once a fortnight to demand follow-up action.
Publicise your actions and/or
visits on-line with nice photos
for visual impact. Take out adverts in local internet media or
in blogs to praise/criticise/
shame your MP/Adun’s per-
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formance. Even classified ads
can have an impact.
• Ask your MP/Adun/Minister
or local councillors to sign
public commitments to support democracy, HR, the rule
of law and good governance at
all times during their term of
public service. Publicise when
they sign and certainly if they
refuse or foot-drag.
• Don’t give your MP/Adun or
Minister any ‘face’ by inviting
them to any function unless
they first give us respect and
commit themselves to democratic practices, to the rule of
law, to good governance and
to respecting HR. Boycott all recalcitrant MP/Aduns/Ministers who debase democracy,
the rule of law, HR and good
governance.
• Reach out across ethnic, religious and class lines to make
common cause with others
who are also suffering from the
lack of democracy in the country. Make a new friend from another ethnic or religious group
every few weeks to promote
inter-ethnic, inter-religious,
inter-class solidarity.

Jerit: Cycling for a cause

• Use Twitter, Delicious, Digg,
Reddit, Stumble or plain SMS
to campaign for democratic reforms and the strengthening of
HR.
• Boycott all mainstream media
that do not provide fair reporting of the news. Don’t buy their
papers. After all, there are alternative internet media.
• Identify crony businesses and
boycott them if you can help it.
Tell others to do the same.
• Support any and all events and
campaigns in favour of
strengthening democracy in
whatever way you can. Don’t
be afraid to commit yourself.
Do it for the sake of our children.

•

•

•

And here are some ‘more radical’
measures to adopt:
• Boycott political party and
government-organised events
if you disagree with their attitude towards democracy and
good governance. If you do attend, protest peacefully with a
placard or via distribution of
pamphlets or by speaking up
when you are able to during
the event.
• Hold creative tea parties (like
the Tanjong Bungah Resi-

•

•

dents’ Association) in different
locations and invite others to
join you in campaigning for a
cause.
Walk, run, swim, climb, cycle
(like Jerit does!) for a cause!
Organise a mass aerobics session in various locations
throughout your neighbourhood or state or nationwide in
support of democracy, HR and
good governance! (Besides, it’s
good for one’s health!)
Organise concerts and dinners
for a cause. Sing, dramatise,
make music, dance, and act
and eat in support of democracy, HR and governance reforms. Repeat each year.
Organise research on local
human rights abuses and
democratic violations like
Tenaganita does and publicise
your findings. Get help from
activist researchers if need be.
Monitor individual politicians. Draw up an annual report card (Yes, just like the
ones we got in school!) of politicians’ good deeds and misdeeds in the area of democracy,
HR, rule of law and good governance. Score them accordingly. Publicise online.
Monitor politicians and/or
cabinet ministers compara-
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tively and issue a Top Ten List
for Best Achievers and Worst
Offenders. And finally, vote
against any MP/Adun who
does not live up to their electoral manifesto, their promises, who ignores or neglects
his/her constituents, who has
little integrity, who is authoritarian, who has little respect for
HR and who shows little interest in strengthening the rule
of law and democracy. Forget
about party loyalties. Stick to
the principles. Just vote out all
the lazy bums, the sickos, the
sexist slime-balls and the diehard thugs whether they are
from BN or PR. Even campaign
against them during elections!
These are just some ideas. It is certainly not an exhaustive list. I am
sure you and others have many
more ideas of your own which are
much better than those listed here.
The point is to JUST ACT NOW!
Better still if you could
ORGANISE a group of people to
ACT TOGETHER NOW! After all,
as Henry Commager observed, ‘if
our democracy is to flourish, it
must have criticism; if our government is to function it must have
dissent’. And that includes all PR
state governments! q

* Please do send more of
your action ideas to us
here in Aliran (e-mail:
aliran@streamyx.com
).
aliran@streamyx.com).
We shall compile them
into an action sheet which
we shall post on our
website so that others too
may try out your various
ideas and so rehabilitate
our ‘broken democracy’.

POEM

Lament

of

the

marginalised

Why am I not a Minister?
I was the longest serving minister in the world.
Look, I only lost Sungai Siput.
Tsu Koon lost Penang — the jewel in Gerakan’s crown.
His KPI in the way he governed the state was zero!
Now he has entered the Cabinet through the back door.
I only lost Sungai Siput
The Umno G..A. gave Rais Yatim a good kick.
Now he continues as Minister.
I only lost Sungai Siput.
The Umno G.A. gave Mukhriz Mahathir a good kick.
Now he is a deputy Minister.
I only lost Sungai Siput.
Sharizat lost in the General Elections.
Now she has entered the Cabinet through the back door.
No Indians around with leadership qualities like mine.
I have served the community for decades.
Will continue until I become a fossil.
I developed the nation — I paved the roads.
During by-elections, even up to the voters’ sinks.
I only lost Sungai Siput.
Toyo, the hero, became zero when he lost Selangor.
The precious jewel in BN’s crown.
He at least is a DUN.
But I am completely done!
Islam Hadhari, grant me justice.
I only lost Sungai Siput.
Brama, Vishnu, Siva, listen to my prayers.
I only lost Sungai Siput.
— Om Sami
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BY-ELECTION

Change at Batang Ai:
So near, yet still so far...
The voters of Batang Ai had the last laugh,
having squeezed RM70 million out from the BN
by DS
y trip to Batang Ai was
an eventful one. The
battle for this state seat
sparked an invasion on
Lubok Antu, a small rural town
unprepared to receive some 2,000
vehicles and about 8,000 people. I
stayed in a longhouse along with
three friends.

M

Access to Lubok Antu in Batang
Ai was closely monitored and
Police and FRU personnel seemed
to outnumber party supporters.
While at a padang during a ceramah
by the contesting parties, I was
close to an incident where the police confiscated Pas flags. After
vehement protest from Sarawak
PKR leader Dominique Ng, they
were returned. Both Ng and Pas
rep Dr Hatta Ali rallied supporters to beef up their spirits after the
police intimidation.

A curious object was seen on the
ground in an open area behind
the stadium in Lubok Antu: a
powerful unmarked satellite communications hardware, Advent,
manned by the military.

But on the whole, many supporters had a field day during the
campaign. Unhampered and unhindered, they were the usual
rowdy boisterous crowds.

For their part, the BN was extremely serious about the event. So
serious that their campaigners
used the latest cameras, walkietalkies, satellite television, touchscreen phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) to get
their message across.

I took some snapshots of the journey to Batang Ai at the break of
dawn. The access road to Lubok
Antu was terribly congested.

Was it a coincidence that mobile
communications were frequently
jammed?

The Opposition would have
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surely taken note that the BN
meant business in this by-election.
I couldn’t help thinking that if the
by-election had been held in June
around the time of the Gawai celebrations, the atmosphere would
have been even more festive as
more folks from the peninsula
would have come over and taken
the opportunity to buy local
handicrafts and sample the delicacies. Among the huge range of
Dayak delicacies are kuih jala,
bamboo chicken and serang semut.
Careful about the bamboo chicken.
Ask for “manok pansoh” or else you
could get end up with iguana on
your plate! To wash it down at the
end of the meal, tuak and arak are
served. Handle with care: it is not

lated election ethics. The voters
should have received these goodies over the last 30 years. They
were entitled to them. This is the
crux of the matter - they don’t have
to vote people like this BN calun to
get such goodies, when they are
actually entitled to them!

for the uninitiated and the arak is
potent. Or just watch like I did.
Generosity is good but in this case,
you might just end up with a different kind of spirit!
All I told the longhouse folks, let’s
work, hope, and pray, come
Gawai in June, though life may be
difficult due to the global recession, there will be reason to celebrate in whatever manner suitable the success of “change” in
Batang Ai.

A

feverish

campaign

Posters were everywhere - even in
the river! Brighten up the Great
“Ai” a bit... batang or bukit or
whatever! I returned to the peninsula a day and a half before polling day. I was told that closer to
polling day, the Dayak campaigners went all out and the mood was
even more feverish and partisan.
One of the recurrent themes in the
opposition campaign was the
privatisation of the Sarawak Electricity Supply Corporation (Sesco)
in 2005 and the control of the
Batang Ai Hydro Dam and its assets and revenue stream. What
benefits have the Batang Ai people
derived from this? How much
have their lives really changed when there are villages without
electricity? Why is the emigration

from rural communities still
heavy? Are there enough jobs?
What happened to food farming?
Where has the craftsmanship of
the Ibans gone to? Batang Ai residents and villagers knew the answers. The voters knew.
For his critics, the development
Taib has boasted about is all
about enriching his cronies. What
is the use of telecommunications
towers for the Batang Ai people
when they do not have much support in marketing their farm products outside the area?
At one ceramah, the PKR candidate Jawah Garang said of the
BN’s three new telco tower
projects: “Infrastructure also not
okay, but get three telco towers,
haha. Accept it and use it to communicate with PKR and not BN.”
How did the candidates approach the voters? Malcolm, the
BN candidate sounded highly
strung though vocal and bold in
his speeches (“I WILL do it!) in
contrast to Jawah, who appeared
softer in his speeches (“We will
try...”).
If Taib was offering goodies to the
voters, that was well and good –
except it was being done during a
by-election campaign, which vioAliran Monthly : Vol.29(3) Page 21

The BN was definitely serious in
making sure the seat was retained
at all costs. Thus, a large number
of federal and state-level political
bigwigs converged on Batang Ai
and numerous promises and
‘goodies’ were dished out, undoubtedly to ‘fish’ for votes. The
BN win here has boosted the
coalition’s morale going into the
next state election, due by 2011. A
defeat here would have been a
slap in the face for the state BN
leadership, particularly its Dayak
leaders.
The PKR, on the other hand,
wanted to capture the seat as a
foundation for the bigger task of
capturing the state in the next election. Hence, the vigorous efforts
by its leaders at both state and federal levels in canvassing for its
candidate, going against the
might of the BN.

Local

issues

For the Batang Ai by-election, local issues were prominent – issues
such as NCR land, lack or absence
of infrastructure, poor power supply (despite the presence of the
Batang Ai Dam), and the overall
neglect of the area. Many promises were made – but the big question is will they be fulfilled – or
forgotten once the election is over
like in the past?
It is not necessary to expand further on the problems and issues becase these are already known.

And there isn’t a need to comment
on BN’s typical response (“akan
buat, jangan risau” - “tapi undilah
BN sekarang, dapat lagi banyak
pembangunan”).
But I asked some Dayaks a few
questions like do they want to continue to suffer and be left behind?
Do they want to be further
‘marginalised’? Do they want to
be further ‘condemned?
Their replies varied. One of the
longhouse residents said, “We
are happy with our humble
lifestyles here whilst earning an
honest living; we only need electricity; our land and water - the
BN is working on this.”
I replied that it was only during
the election campaign that the BN
was promising the sky but what
about before and after the last election; many of the promises remained unfulfilled.

I asked a Dayak about his view of
Dayakism and of being a Dayak:
“What role will it play in modern
day Sarawak?”
“Honestly, I would not be able to
answer that,” he replied. “For me
I am more of a Sarawakian first
and the rest comes after that. Why
not a Malaysia for all? Will such
a Malaysia and Dayakism be able
to meet eye to eye? I have to see the
BN’s promises on unity thoroughly explained first. It will take
time to assimilate, amalgamate
and accustomise the concept
when one is still arguing that
Malaysia is 51 years old versus
Sarawak’s 45 years in Malaysia.”
As Jawah Garang said in one of
his ceramahs, “My maths may be

“It would be worse (under PKR –
which was understandable unless Pakatan took over the
Sarawak state government),” he
mused.
I asked myself, how are the people
here going to vote for change if
they can’t make a sacrifice and
start with Batang Ai. They should
be fighting against the abuse of
power by the BN and struggling
for their rights (if Dayaks are to be
counted, on equal terms, as Malaysians at all instead of mere
‘bangsa lain-lain’). They need to
oust Dayak leaders who fail to protect and care for their own community.
For the people of Batang Ai, now
was their time and opportunity to
show who’s the master.
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bad but when a teacher tells you
that 2009 minus 1963 equals 52
years old – it’s like reinventing
history.” The crowd erupted with
laughter.

Astute

voters

When I asked one veteran during
a campaign whether she had decided which party to vote for, she
replied “udah” (sudah) with a coy
smile. Of course I did not ask her
who she was voting for as that’s a
secret. Some quarters believe that
elderly voters have no place in the
democratic system. But a vote is a
vote and it was heart warming to
see the elderly folks participate
and to know they remain a significant part of what democracy
means. Some try to degrade them

as mere tools for certain parties.
But look at it this way: both sides
have their elderly voters and one
cannot label one side as being
wiser than the other.
My two days in Lubok Antu
showed me that voters here are
smarter than anyone thinks. They
managed to push their development agenda not because of Party
A or Party B or Candidate A or
Candidate B. The impression I got
was that both parties or candidates could not predict the voting
trend until the very last vote was
counted. The voters played their
cards close to their chest.
If anyone thinks they can claim
credit for the win or blame some
quarters for their loss, the Lubok
Antu folks, with 45 years of political experience, will smile at the
thought of how they extracted
promises of development from the
winning party, the BN.
The voters kept the politicians in
suspense right until the last moment. Three days before polling,
the mood to me appeared
favourable to Pakatan. Two days
before polling, it appeared 50-50,
and a day and a half before I left
Batang Ai, the word on the ground
was a win for the BN. In the event,
the BN won with an increased
majority. It may be hard to swallow the results when we think of
the RM70 million worth of
projects promised by the BN – but
it is the voters of Batang Ai who
will have the last laugh, having
squeezed every last ringgit out
from the BN.

Reasons fo r P K R ’ s
defeat
I will not attempt to analyse in

detail the results, including the
votes of each polling station. Suffice to say that this time the BN
managed to maintain their strongholds and more so siphon off votes
in areas which, in the last election,
were won by the opposition.
I would summarise my thoughts
on the possible reasons for the
PKR’s defeat as follows:
• The tuai rumah (longhouse village heads) and their ‘anak biak’
(followers) were probably worried that development would
by-pass them if they voted for
PKR. Here was an opportunity
to again demand from the government - despite the failure of
the BN to deliver on its earlier
promises.
• The fears of the community
leaders (penghulu and tuai
rumah) of the consequences of
not supporting the BN. Remember they are paid monthly
allowances and could be
‘sacked’!
• Choice of candidate - is it an
issue? It is always easy to say
now that this could have been
a problem. Perhaps so, with so
many ‘missiles’ fired at Jawah
for his previous pro-BN statements when he was a BN MP,
the PKR campaign was always on the defensive. Or perhaps Bawin could have done
better ( bearing in mind he lost
by only 800+ votes in the last
election). Or perhaps, PKR
could have put up a ‘new face’
- with a clean slate to spar
against Mussen, the BN newcomer.
• Are the people ready to accept
PKR into Sarawak, especially
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in the rural areas? PKR should
do a lot of ’soul-searching’ on
how to prepare itself for the
next state election. Find a credible leader (a Sarawakian) to
lead PKR Sarawak. Find suitable candidates NOW to contest in the next election with a
thorough screening of prospective candidates (not just
anyone who wants to contest)
and devise a ’solid strategy’.
Strengthen ties with other opposition parties to establish a
formidable Pakatan Rakyat.
• Of course, the other obvious
factors include BN’s powerful
machinery (aided by government departments and agencies), ‘bottomless’ financial
means and the many, many
‘promises’ made by ministers
at both federal and state levels.
Having said all this, if only more
Sarawakians could have emulated
their counterparts in Bukit
Selambau and Bukit Gantang, then
PKR could also have won in
Batang Ai. But, alas, it was not to
be. Still, there should be no excuses
for defeat. For the PKR, there’s no
point crying over spilled milk (as it
were) but it and the other opposition parties have to roll up their
sleeves and continue with their
long-term struggle.
I leave you with this excerpt from
an article spotted on Agenda
Daily,
“Kalau tuan menebang jati,
biar serpih jangan tumbang,
kalau tuan mencari ganti,
biar lebih jangan kurang”.
(If you are looking for change, go
for real change and not short-term
superficial change.) q

POLITICS

Whither

Malaysian

Politics?

Are Malaysian voters ready for a regime change?
Are we ready to face the new and more frustrating challenges
ahead?
by CY
ince the 8 March 2008
general election, Malaysian political development and change has
never been as vibrant and dramatic as before. The “political tsunami” that swept away the 50year political hegemony of the
Barisan Nasional (BN) has given
Malaysians a taste of “People’s
Power” for the first time.

S

But this “People’s Power” is not
yet a mature one. There is freedom of speech, more so for nongovernmental magazines publications, internet blogs and online
newspapers, but less so for the
(controlled) mainstream newspapers especially the Malay presses.
Public debates on political issues,
on television shows as well as
public ceramah enjoy a higher degree of openness. Yet, several public gatherings have been selectively quashed by police intervention. These include the ISA
candlelight vigils and the countrywide cycling event organised
by the Oppressed People’s Network (Jerit). And police have intervened and broken up a few
ceramah ahead of by-elections.
Whither Malaysian politics? Is
Malaysia going to be a mature
democracy or will we witness a
return to the era of an autocratic

regime? Or is it muddling through
a transition that will leave us
somewhere in between? These are
not simple questions to answer.
But we can learn much from our
neighboring country’s experiences. A look at the historical
events in the Philippines might
give us some hypothetical answers. I will provide four possible
scenarios for Malaysian politics. I
argue that a return to
authoritarianism is doomed to
failure. But I raise a doubt on the
political behavior of the Malaysian people, who play a significant role in regime change.
I am not arguing that the Malaysian common folks are ignorant
and do not want a change. My
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doubt is the unexplored political
behavior of this “realm” of politics, which Pakatan Rakyat (PR)
has not yet learned from the BN.

Political
on the

dramas
stage

The euphoria of the political tsunami began to subside when a
whole series of political events
followed. First, was the dispute
within PR on the distribution of
state assembly seats especially in
Perak and the uncertainty over the
appointment of its Chief Minister.
Then, Anwar’s announcement of
the possibility of PR forming a
new federal government. The
Sabah Progressive Party (Sapp)
was the first to withdraw from the
BN. The withdrawal gave high

What has happened within
Pakatan Rakyat – leaving aside
their two by-election victories on
7 April? What has happened to
the politicians in whom many
have placed their hopes? What
has happened between Umno
and the royal family? These are
the doubts that many Malaysians
would like to clear.

hopes for the PR supporters that
‘September 16’ would materialise.
But, as we all know, it did not succeed. Then, the list just goes on and
on, culminating with the political
fiasco in Perak and the sudden
Elizabeth Wong episode.
The change of Perak state government has made many Malaysians;
especially Perakians disgusted
and at the same time doubtful.
People felt betrayed and angry by
the decision made by the three
defecting politicians. It is no surprise that many were upset.
The chronology of the political
drama began with the defections
of the Bota Umno state assembly
member Nasaruddin Hashim followed by the ‘missing-in-action’
PKR state assembly members
Jamaluddin Mohd Radzi and
Mohd Osman Jailu ahead of their
corruption court cases. Then came
the sudden show of support for
the BN by the three PR’s state
assemblypersons’, the third being
DAP state assembly member Hee
Yit Foong. All three appeared side
by side with Prime Minister to-be

Najib Razak over TV news and finally came the meeting with the
Sultan of Perak.
Currently, most Malaysians are in
doubt whether the formation of the
new state government is constitutionally proper or otherwise. (See
malaysiakini.com, 6 February 2009)
Without passing through the
(much-debated) dissolution of the
state assembly, the appointment
of Zambry Abdul Kadir as the new
Menteri Besar has forced Menteri
Besar
Mohammed
Nizar
Jamaluddin to take the matter to
court. The fiasco continues with
the now much-debated issue of
whether the Perak Sultan’s decision has legal basis and is
grounded in the constitution.
Karpal Singh also sought legal
means, this time not directed at
the new state assembly but looking at the “constitutional” and
customary right of the Sultan.
Aside from that, Karpal also
criticised and blamed Anwar
Ibrahim, Lim Guan Eng and Lim
Kit Siang for PR’s political disaster in Perak.
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The semi-nude photograph episode involving PKR’s Elizabeth
Wong is the most distasteful and
disgraceful drama that Malaysian
political history has witnessed
since the Anwar sodomy case in
1998. Unlike before, this event has
twisted Malaysian politics from
racial politics and the politics of
suppression into the politics of intrusion into a person’s personal
life, character assassination and
conspiratorial politics.

Possible

scenarios

What do the above events tell us?
There are two political manifestations. On the one hand, it reveals
that the maturity of PR as a coalition is weak. PR is facing internal
rivalry besides pressure from the
BN. Further, PR is not yet a firm
coalition that can face the
realpolitik of external pressures,
particularly from Umno.
On the other hand, we witnessed
a comeback attempt by the BN, especially Umno, which reflected
Najib’s desperation to consolidate
his power ahead of the March
Umno general assembly and
Umno’s lack of a political strategy, apart from racial and gutter
politics.
What then are the possible scenarios? There are four possible
scenarios:

• a return to authoritarianism;
• less authoritarian but no further liberalisation;
• a liberal era, and
• PR to become another BN.

The comeback of
authoritarianism
BN will continue to use gutter and
racial politics to consolidate its
power as shown by recent political events. The semi-nude photographs episode is unlike what
happened to Anwar Ibrahim and
certainly not similar to Chua Soi
Lek’s case, though some quarters
might argue otherwise.
Both these cases involved top politicians, with the former being
deputy Prime Minister and the
latter a former MCA vice president. Both are also male politicians. More importantly, both
cases were highly linked to internal political rivalry that happened during political crises. That
is to say, if both Anwar and Chua
had not been politically assassinated, their enemies would have
lost their political hegemony altogether. Hence, a direct, planned,
quick, and openly orchestrated
political assassination was
deemed necessary.
In Elizabeth Wong’s case, she was
the victim of a political power
struggle between two political
blocs, namely PR and BN. It is
not yet proven that the episode
was politically oriented. But if this
is the case, then it is similar to
cases of political conspiracy,
“dirty” and gutter politics. The
only difference is that she is not a
high-ranking politician and had
never had a political career of any
sort that was similar to Anwar’s
and Chua’s.

Political assassinations have now
gone ‘behind the scene’ and appear unplanned unlike the much
more openly orchestrated image
assassination in the public sphere
that both Anwar and Chua endured: both were publicly alleged
or rumoured to have engaged in
sexual acts, a form of “constructed” public image assassinations. In contrast, the Elizabeth
Wong episode was without any
rumour of any sort; yet it appeared to be orchestrated “behind
the scene.”
On 19 February 2009, Umno
Youth leader Hishamuddin
Hussien and his followers
organised a rally at PWTC. A
closer listening to his speeches
(see malaysiakini.com video on 19
February) revealed a heightened
calling for “Ketuanan Melayu.” In
general the speeches revolved
around the rhetoric of “kestabilan
dan keamanan” (stability and harmony); bangsa (nation); “hormat
kepada raja” (respect for the Malay
royalty), which were juxtaposed
to Malaysian history of political
struggles and its political harmony.
A betrayal of the raja or disrespect
to the raja’s decision in the formation of the new Perak state government or even questioning the
decision could subject one to condemnation as a penderhaka (traitor). This interpretation of political history and rhetoric translates
to just one conclusion: “ketuanan
Melayu” represented by respect to
Malay royalty.
BN or Umno is still engaging in
the racial politics of “ketuanan
Melayu.” This time, the rhetoric
does not revolve around the disputes over the Malays’, Chinese,
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or Indians’ rights but the royalty.
The politics of new bottles filled
with old wine attempts to seek a
return of old politics.
In a seminar talk organised by a
Mandarin online newspaper,
merdekareview.com and The Kuala
Lumpur and Selangor Chinese
Assembly Hall on 17 February,
the DAP Bukit Bendera Member
of Parliament, Liew Chin Tong,
argued that Najib attempted to put
forth a political strategy similar to
his late father Tun Razak’s. In the
midst of political crises such as
the May 13 crisis, Umno regained
its power in 1969 by turning
chaos through racial riots to its
advantage. Similarly, Najib was
alleged to have been creating political crises to begin in Perak in
order to create a political climate
for intervention.
Such an attempt is doomed to failure. History lessons from the Philippines have shown that
Ferdinand Marcos attempt to
come back to power amidst political instability and crises sparked
his downfall. Marcos had to flee
with his billion dollars of cash

and jewellery to Hawaii.
Marcos’ downfall was the result
of a combination and the culmination of human rights abuses,
rampant corruption, and the suppression of freedom and democratic rights of civil society during his Martial Law era from 1972
- 1986.
In 1983, the assassination of
Ninoy Aquino at Manila Airport
and the widely publicised photo
of his body lying on the floor at
the airport shook Filipinos. The
assassination revealed to the
people that the act of violence was
an act of betrayal of the people, an
act of disrespect to democracy,
and an act of denial of the
people’s freedom of choice. In
February 1986, Filipinos demonstrated and gathered at Edsa and
succeeded in toppling the authoritarian regime. The return to
old politics was doomed to fail.

Less
authoritarian
rule but no further
liberalisation
A second scenario will be that BN
has learned its lessons but will
not relinquish its power for further democratisation. Opting for
the latter will spell the end of the
political careers of certain BN
personnel. Unless these politicians are willing to change, they
will
allow
for
less
democratisation. Given the
events that are happening now, it

is unlikely they are going to opt
for less authoritarian rule and further liberalisation.

A liberal PR
or another BN
A liberal era will be born – that is,
if PR survives the political fiasco.
Let’s be optimistic despite the “demise” of PR caused by BN. PR
has not yet been institutionalised
as a stable coalition in its ideology, its unity to sort out differences, and its ability to build a
valid political platform for the
people.
Besides that, PR will need to get
used to realpolitik – that is, gutter
politics, money politics and repressive politics of BN/Umno. It
will have to find a way of maneuvering and learning how to fight
against Umno hegemony within
the system.
If PR survives these, it will become
a more institutionalised political
coalition. A liberal era will be born
- if PR keeps its promises of
liberalisation.
It is possible, however, that PR
could become another BN. Let’s
not forget that PR is made up of a
variety of “politicians”. It includes
those who are committed to
democratisation, those with
vested interest such as the three
musketeers, and those who are
susceptible to realpolitik pressure
from Umno.
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Hypothetically speaking, if PR
survives the political pressures
through a strategy of know-how
and political maneuvering within
the system, it will not be surprising that some of PR’s political figures will begin to compete for a
revamp in the political distribution of power - at the expense of
democratisation.
The history of the Philippines between 1898 to 1901, when Emilio
Aguinaldo, the President of the
Malolos Republic, was attempting
to strengthen his political authority from the intervention of the
United States, is revealing. One
of the strategies that Aguinaldo
used was to reorganise the power
structure in Manila as well as in
the provinces.
A number of commissioners were
appointed to organise elections
for the cause. In doing so,
Aguinaldo made a decree, which
was known as decree June 18,
1898. It stipulated that only those
20 or above were eligible to vote;
those “friendly” towards the idea
of independence; and those who
had “high character, social position and honorable conduct, both
in the community and the suburbs.”
In other words, only the elites –
the learned and the rich - of the
country were eligible to vote and
compete for political positions.
The consequence of such stipulation was that the latter political
administrations were controlled
by those elites with less interest
in independence, with vested
(economic) interests; and less committed to the revolution. That left
the masses (mostly peasants),
non-elites, revolutionary elites

and military personnel committed to the revolution to continue
fighting for independence. In
short, Aguinaldo had a chance to
revamp the Philippines’ political
structure with committed political
personnel but instead prioritised
politicians with vested interests.

Unexplored

“realms”

An article published in
merdekareview.com on 19 February
stated that there was a hint that
the Perak crisis was about to happen. It found out that articles were
already being published by
Utusan Malaysia and interviews
with several Malay organisations
and personnel about the then PRcontrolled state government on the
issue of land entitlement for the
(Chinese) new villages. Land is
another symbol that is seen as part
of Malay rights. Therefore, the PR
government’s proposal had intimidated hardcore supporters of
“ Tanah Melayu”. As a result,
Umno used such racial politic for
its own ends.
It is certainly possible that the
land issue was of concern for the
Malays, especially rural Malays but let us think out of the box for
the time being. I would argue that
there is more than just “Tanah
Melayu.” There are other politics
that we have taken for granted.
What about the politics of morality? What about the politics of
charisma? What about the politics
of “taking care of the people’s
welfare” in the kampung areas
(note, not bandar or bandaraya)?
These are the unexplored
“realms” that have not yet been
surveyed - the way rural folks ‘do’
politics. Most analyses are too

caught up with the racial politics
and electoral politics, which are
important too, but these have limitations in representing the political perspective of rural folks. Seldom do we attempt to understand
their political perspectives (not
culture), their articulation, their
desire, their views of authority,
and their way of interpreting
change.
Remember that recently Khairy
Jamaluddin teamed up with
AirAsia in the former’s MyTeam
football project, which was to
make “dreams come true” for the
rural folks to play Manchester
United in London? We might argue that this sort of tour is a waste
of money and without meaningful political participation.
Whether we like it or not, it is precisely these sort of Umno ways of
political engagement with the
people that has constructed a
moral political platform from the
grassroots. Thus, this is politics
of a different sort. Not
authoritarianism, not democratisation, not corruption or human
right issues, but a politics that is
perhaps based on morality, personality, charisma and commitment.
Likewise, it is not gutter politics
but moral politics that attracts
people. This sort of politics has
been engaged by Umno/BN
throughout its 50 years of hegemony. On the whole, Umno has
had solid support from the rural
folks, which does not necessary
translate to national politics, but
it has solid ground in local politics as seen in the 7 April by-elections.
This different sort of BN regime
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might remain in the rural area for
years to come, which PR is lacking and way behind! The votes
cast for PR was not because PR
was a better alternative than the
BN. Neither was it because Umno
failed to deliver. It was, perhaps
(if we have conducted a thorough
survey), simply to teach Umno a
lesson for its arrogance, its negligence, and the frustrations caused
by the economic downturn.
March 8 was an “unexpected”
result for the BN, for the PR, and
for the the Malaysian people. We
do not yet know ‘the commoners’’
voting behaviour on March 8.
What PR should do now is to look
at the politics of rural folks, which
Umno or BN has long ago done
so much work on. Is PR ready for
a political ideological change?

Epilogue
Both BN/Umno and PR will need
to learn their lessons. A return to
old politics would be political suicide for BN and PR. Equally, a lesson not learned would be political suicide for both. Both face
huge challenges ahead. The
former is required to strip off its
old political ideologies and to engage in new, liberal and moral
politics ahead. The latter needs
to solidify its liberal political
agenda more forcefully and to
learn from its enemies’ good
deeds.
Indonesia has taken 10 years to
reform and is still continuing to
do so. Are Malaysian voters ready
for a regime change? Are we
ready to face the new and more
frustrating challenges ahead?
Whither Malaysian politics? Let
us explore this further in the next
few years. q

SEXUALITY

The difficulty in
sexual
diversity

accepting

How do we support these people? They are human too.
by Prema Devaraj

M

ore than a year ago, I received a phone call from
a school teacher.

She wanted to discuss the possibility of a programme for teenage
girls in her school. “Aayoh, there
is a big problem,” the teacher whispered to me in hushed tones over
the phone.
I waited wondering what it could
be.
She had great difficulty expressing herself.
I began to prompt her: Underaged
sex? Pregnancy? STI? HIV? Suicide? Self-mutilation? Anorexia?
Bulemia? Rape? Gang rape?
Sexual abuse by a teacher? By the
students perhaps? Extortion?
“No, no, it’s worse than that! There
are lesbians in the school!” she
burst out.
I listened silently as she complained indignantly.
“You must come and talk to them
and tell them to stop it! They cannot do like that. It is wrong!”
In October 2008, the National
Fatwa Council in Malaysia issued

a fatwa on pengkid (tomboy). The
fatwa states that pengkid, that is,
women who have the appearance,
mannerisms and sexual orientation similar to men is haram, in Islam. “We urge parents and the
Muslim community to pay serious attention to this problem. Emphasis should be on
teaching and guiding
young girls, especially on
the aspects of their clothing, behaviour and appearance, so that this
problem may be avoided
because it runs counter to
their fitrah and Allah’s
way.” Fitrah is the innate
natural sexual inclination that each human is
born with and which
does not change. In Islam,
if a person is born male,
he is masculine and is sexually
attracted to women; and if a person is born female, she is feminine
and sexually attracted to men
(New Sunday Times, 23 November
2008 - Sunday Interview: Fatwa
on ‘pengkid’ to prevent lesbianism).
Soon after, in December, Pope
Benedict XVI in his end-of-year
address to senior Vatican staff reportedly said that the defence of
heterosexual relationships was as
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important to humanity as preventing the destruction of rainforests.
The Pope suggested that a blurring of the distinction between
male and female could lead to the
“self-destruction” of the human
race. He apparently described
behaviour beyond traditional het-

erosexual relations as “a destruction of God’s work”. He said the
Roman Catholic Church had a
duty to “protect man from the destruction of himself” and urged
respect for the “nature of the human being as man and woman”
(The Guardian, 24 December 2008).
Clearly sexual diversity is still
unacceptable to many.

Not

a

western

import

But like it or not, sexual diversity

has always existed in cultures and
societies around the world as evidenced from recorded history including anthropological studies,
literary works, poems, paintings,
ancient texts and sculptures.
Sexual diversity and expressions
of different sexual orientations
(gay, lesbian, transsexual and so
on) is not a new or recent western
import. Eastern cultures also have
people exhibiting different sexual
orientations. We may use different terms to describe them, for example the kathoey in Thailand or
the hijras of India or the khanith in
Middle East or the waria in Indonesia are transsexuals or sometimes referred to as members of the
third gender or third sex (neither
man nor woman). In Malaysia, we
have our own terminology, albeit
not particularly flattering, for
people who do not conform to heterosexual norms (lelaki lembut,
pondan, bapok, pengkid, mak nyah).
We can all continue to debate
whether or not sexual diversity is
inherent or learned. A genetic flaw
or a variation? A trend or a reality? For some, it is a period of experimentation and personal
choice. For others, it is not something which can be switched on
or off just like that. They say they
are just simply who they are. No
amount of counselling, hounding, humiliating or punishing can
change the way they are or how
they feel.
It is interesting to note that we accept the occurrence of diversity in
so many areas that we come
across in our lives such as plant
life, the animal kingdom, culture,
food, fashion, vehicles, houses,
jobs, education, language and
political ideology (grudgingly at
times!). We recognise diversity in

skin colour, hair texture, height,
weight and so on. So why is there
so much resistance and antagonism towards sexual diversity?
Why is there a need to fit people’s
sexual expressions or orientations
into little boxes and then hammer
down the lids? What is behind
this resistance?
It would seem that the concept of
sexual diversity is unacceptable
to those who subscribe to a
heteronormative ideology which
basically promotes heterosexual
relationships as the norm and superior to anything else. This ideology also includes the thinking
that people fall into two distinct
and complementary categories
(male and female), that sexual and
marital relations are normal only
when between people of different
sexes, and that each sex has certain natural roles in life.

The

link

to

patriarchy

Heteronormativity is often associated with patriarchy, a social
system which is male dominated,
male-identified and male-centred
in character, giving rise to female
subordination and the control of
female labour, in both the public
and private sphere (Johnson A.G.,
2005; Hartmann H, 1979).
A. Matzner elaborates on how the
patriarchal mindset does not allow for sexual diversity. He says,
“Regardless of the form a patriarchal society takes, control-oriented culture valorises and
normalises the heterosexual male,
who is viewed as the human standard against which all else (that
is, non-humans such as women
and homosexuals) is measured.
This normative system of sexual-
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ity is enforced by conceptualizing
men as either “real” or deviant.
“Real men” are sexually attracted
to “real women,” who are expected to bear and raise children
and take care of the home, hence
the sanctity (and legal binding) of
marriage. Because neither gay
men nor lesbians contribute to the
patriarchal structure of the family (which serves to [re]create new
workers for the paid and unpaid
labor force), they are considered
counter-productive to industrial
society
and
hence
are
stigmatised”. (www.glbtq.com/
social-sciences/patriarchy.html)
Heteronormative ideology is reinforced in patriarchal societies
where both men and women are
prescribed roles that are assumed to be biologically determined and are placed in very
distinct, separate categories.
With men and women each in
their ‘proper places’, society is
said to run smoothly because
gender rules and roles are followed. Religious institutions,
state and national laws, the media, education systems, all serve
to instil, maintain or actively
perpetuate this heteronormative
social ideology.
The existence of sexual diversity
therefore challenges these supposedly ‘natural’ or ‘fixed’ sex/
gender categories; hence also challenging the very pillars of patriarchy. It should therefore come as
no surprise that in a society such
as ours, where societal norms are
deeply entrenched in patriarchy,
and policies and laws are derived
from patriarchal sources, those
expressing anything other than
heterosexual
norms
are
marginalised, stigmatised and often persecuted.

It is clear that to work towards the
acceptance of sexual diversity and
even sexual autonomy, one has to
overcome structures or systems or
beliefs which support heteronormative ideology. Despite Article 8
in the Federal Constitution which
is about equality (i.e., all persons
are equal before the law … and
….no discrimination against citizens on the grounds of religion,
race, descent, place of birth or gender etc), the reality on the ground
is that getting people to accept
sexual diversity is a difficult and
often painful process.

People’s

reactions

In our local setting, individuals
and groups who do promote the
concept of sexual diversity or argue for the right to sexual autonomy are often deemed as being amoral or not abiding by
‘Asian values’ and instead giving
in to decadent western culture and
influence. Those who find themselves expressing a different sexuality other than heterosexuality
face enormous difficulty in finding the space to be who they honestly are. They are often
demonised or treated as subhuman.
People’s reactions against sexual
diversity can range from silent or
verbal condemnation to harassment and to extreme acts of violence. In some places around the
world, it is not uncommon to hear
of hate crimes or violent crimes
committed against members of the
gay and lesbian community. A
recent example is the brutal gang
rape and murder of Eudy
Simelant, one of South Africa’s
best known female footballers and
equality rights campaigner who
had lived openly as a lesbian.

Since her murder in April 2008,
human right campaigners say
there has been a rising tide of violence against lesbians in South
Africa in the form of “corrective
rapes” committed by men under
the guise of trying to “cure” lesbians of their sexual orientation
(The Guardian, 12 March 2009).
While there are some extreme reactions to sexual diversity, there
are those who are ambivalent over
the issue. For some, they accept
that sexual diversity happens but
thank god their children are heterosexual. Some others have said,
“Ya, it’s okay, but I don’t want to
see ‘them’ doing it in front of me.”
So does it mean it is okay not to be
heterosexual as long as one keeps
it under wraps, that is, remains
celibate? And of course there are
those who do not see sexual diversity as an issue at all.
I recall a gender sensitisation
workshop where the assignment
involved the participants breaking into single sex groups to work
out what characteristics they
would want their ideal partners
to have. While everybody was
busy getting into their specific
groups, a young man dithered. It
was obvious he did not belong in
the boys group. Before I could say
anything, the girls called him over
to join them and the boys encouraged him to go. “Tapalah puan,
lebih sesuai dia duduk sana”. They
sorted themselves out and the session carried on.

Trying

to

understand

So what do we do about those who
are different? What about their
feelings and rights? I remember
vividly a phone call from a
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mother, weeping that her son was
about to be sent off to RMC by his
father in order to toughen up. I
think of the young man who was
molested by his ‘friends’ in the
asrama for being different. How he
kept his head down as he spoke
of what had happened. I remember the young woman who no
longer speaks to her family as they
would not accept her sexuality.
Despite the years which had
passed, her anger and pain remained so raw and unresolved.
How do we support these people?
They are human too.
Sociologist AG Johnson wrote:
“The human capacity to choose
how to participate in the world
empowers all of us to pass along
something different than what’s
been passed to us. With each
strand of the patriarchal gender
knot that we help to unravel, we
don’t act simply for ourselves. We
join a process of creative resistance
to oppression that’s been unfolding for thousands of years. We
become part of the long traditions
of people who have dared to make
a difference - to look at things as
they are, to imagine something
better, and to plant seeds of
change in themselves, in others,
and in the world.”
We all have a choice. We do not
have to accept boundaries determined for us. We do not have to
let sexual diversity (or any other
form of diversity) frighten or
antagonise us. We could choose
instead to try and understand this
diversity and work for a more just
and humane society where rights
are recognised and differences respected. It will be a complicated
uphill process, taking more than
a lifetime of education and effort.
But it is possible. q

portant question: is this the shape
of things to come under the new
Najib administration?
The denial of press passes to a
string of news websites intending
to cover the on-going Umno general assembly seems to confirm
this fear. The suspensions of the
party organs and the denial of
press passes can also be read as
the administration trying to
criminalise legitimate criticism,
dissent and democracy.

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Dr Mustafa K Anuar & Anil Netto
Coordinators
Charter 2000-Aliran

No

more
errors,

comedy of
please

Judicial Commissioner Ridwan
Ibrahim did the right thing in withdrawing himsel from hearing the
two cases against Perak Speaker
V Sivakumar. It is the only decent
thing to do after the ridiculous
decisions he had made in these
cases which denied the Speaker
the choice of lawyers and his own
right to defend himself. His position has become untenable.

Suspending
violating

expression,
democracy

and influencing Malaysians of all
walks of life.

The sudden suspensions of Suara
Keadilan and Harakah for the
next three months are blatant violations of the principle of freedom
of the press. What is disturbing
is that the move denies Parti
Keadilan Rakyat and Pas - two
opposition political parties whose
fortunes are on the rise - their fundamental democratic right to disseminate their ideologies and
views to their membership and
the wider public. These suspensions are clearly meant to frustrate
these parties from reaching out to

The suspensions are obviously
politically motivated coming as
they do in the run-up to three crucial by-elections, which would
have a great negative impact on
Najib should the Barisan
Nasional be defeated. If the
Pakatan were to win these three
by-elections it would mean five
straight losses for BN which
would be a terrible and
demoralising blow.
What’s also worrying is that the
suspensions raise an equally im-
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Ridwan has put the judiciary in a
very poor light with his inexplicable judicial decisions that had
dismayed and disappointed Malaysians who were looking forward to the return of the glory
days of the judiciary.
The case will now be heard before
Justice Wan Afrah Wan Ibrahim.
We are very confident that in this
instance it won’t be another comedy of errors!
The Perak cases involve substantive issues of law and principles
of justice. They involve our par-

liamentary system of governance
and the court decisions will have
a great impact on our notion of
justice and fair play.
This is why it is so imperative that
these cases should be heard before a very senior judge who has a
fair understanding of basic issues
of right and wrong.
In view of what transpired under
Ridwan, it would be useful to recall the wise words of Jean de La
Bruyere: “The duty of judges is to
render justice; their profession is
to discern it. There are some who
know their duty and who practise their profession.”
P Ramakrishnan
President
25 March 2009

Lifting of the ban and
the release of ISA
detainees
Dato Seri Najib’s lifting of the ban
imposed on two opposition publications on 23 March 2009 and
the release of 13 ISA deatinees reminded me of an incident more
than 30 years ago. It was the day
after the Wesak Day celebrations.
The newspapers carried on their
front pages photographs of pigeons being released to mark the
occasion. This good deed was
prominently highlighted.
When everybody was singing
praises of the good deed performed on the holy day, this
friend of mine sardonically remarked, “Someone has to do a
cruel deed, for someone else to
perform a good deed.” There was
a stunned silence.
At that moment the truth struck

home. Indeed, someone has to
commit an unconscionable act to
trap the pigeons and cruelly cage
them, deny them their freedom
and space and imprison them for
a protracted period of time until a
propitious occasion came by for
their purchase and subsequent
release.
How different is the lifting of the
ban and the release of the 13 ISA
detainees from the above example?
The banning of Suara Keadilan
and Harakah on the dubious
claim of having published “inflammatory articles” was unjust
and undemocratic. Though a
three-month ban was imposed on
23 March, how is it possible for
this perceived danger to the national security to disappear
within a mere 11 days? Was this
cruel deed contrived so that Najib
could
on
assuming
the
premiership do a good deed?
When some rumors started to circulate implicating Najib to a certain murder, it was rightly demanded, “Where is the evidence?”
Shouldn’t the same logic be applicable to those detaineed under
the obnoxious ISA without a
shred of evidence? They were unjustly detained on mere allegations and dubious claims.
Shouldn’t we also rightly demand, “Where is the evidence?”
Releasing only 13 ISA detainees
on the day Najib was sworn in as
Prime Minister must be viewed as
a political decision to project the
“feel good”effect without conveying the abhorence for detentions
without trial. It was meant to appear as performing a good deed.
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But in the first instance, they had
to be cruelly detained for Najib to
do this good deed.
On the other hand, if Najib had
repealed the ISA on this propitious occasion to mark his elevation as the sixth Prime Minister of
Malaysia it would have been a remarkable gesture to be applauded.
Releasing the two Hindraf leaders, V Ganabatirau and R
Vengadharan, without releasing
P Uthayakumar, M Manoharan
and K Vasantha Kumar makes no
sense. The other three Hindraf
leaders now languishing unfairly
in Kamunting cannot be justified
especially since they do not face
any additional charges as compared to those who were released.
There is totally no justification for
their continued detention. The
sickly Uthayakumar, the democratically elected Manoharan and
the innocent Vasantha Kumar all
deserve to be free and be productive members of the society.
Likewise all the rest of the other
ISA detainees should have been
released unconditionally. Robbing them of their freedom is cruel
and unjust; denying them a fair
trial and their right to defend
themselves in an open court is a
blatant abuse of their human
rights.
Aliran calls upon our sixth Prime
Minister to start his term of office
on a clean slate by abolishing all
undemocratic laws that are cruel
and unjust.
P Ramakrishnan
President
4 April 2009

Nijar Elected, BN
Rejected:
Fresh
Perak
Elections
Needed
The Barisan Nasional has suffered four deadly blows in a row.
Umno has been soundly defeated
on three occasions since 8 March
2008. The outcome of these by-elections have confirmed that there is
no stopping the Pakatan no matter what crafty means the BN
adopts or devices to reach out to
the electorate.
For Umno the results have been
devastating. It has not recovered
lost ground neither has it revived
its fortunes. It has been downhill
all the way in spite of changing
its president and acclaiming him
as the sixth prime minister of Malaysia.
Dato Seri Najib going down to the
ground without any fanfare
dressed in ordinary clothes; meeting ordinary people and eating
vadai in crowded Brickfields; addressing the nation propounding
the concept of one Malaysia;
bringing in Tun Mahathir to turn
the tide on the last day of campaigning – all this did not make
any difference. Fixing a weekday
for polling, imposing so many restrictions to handicap the opposition did not provide any advantage to the BN. If anything, it only
made the people angry and motivated the electorate to punish the
BN.
The peninsula victories of the
Pakatan over the BN has driven
home the fact rather convincingly
that the March 8 election was no
fluke. They reaffirmed that the
ground has indeed shifted in
favour of the Opposition. The results must be viewed as a damn-

ing referendum on Najib, Umno,
BN and the government. The electorate have rejected the BN overwhelmingly and have sent a clear
signal that they are not going to
tolerate any more nonsense from
Umno and the BN.

fresh elections.

When they elected a political novice and rejected a seasoned politician in Bukit Selembau, it was
meant to spite the BN and MIC.
When they elected Dato Nizar in
Bukit Gantang with a majority almost twice that of the previous one
exactly a year later, it was meant
to punish the BN and send a
strong signal to Najib that they
were thoroughly disgusted with
him for engineering the fall of
their duly elected Perak state government.

There had been speculation that
the new cabinet would be smaller
than the previous one. Well, it’s
smaller in the sense there are 28
ministers now compared to the
previous 32. But it is bigger in another sense. There is an increase
in the number of deputy ministers:
there are now 40 compared to 38
in the previous administration.

The significance of Bukit
Gantang must be seriously taken
into account. It is abundantly
clear that Perakians want
Nizar’s government to continue
to serve them. It is their preferred. chosen government and
they have given the thumbs
down to Dato Zambry.

Words have been uttered on numerous occasions promising
change and performance. But
each time these words proved to
be hollow and disappointing
when what was promised was not
delivered.

Aliran hopes that this message
will not go unnoticed. This is
why Aliran would like to appeal
- yet again - to His Royal Highness, the Sultan of Perak, to reconsider his decision. The Perak
government cannot be in a
limbo, especially in these difficult times of economic uncertainties. We earnestly appeal to
His Royal Highness to allow his
subjects to decide on the government of their choice in a fresh
election. Aliran would also like
to appeal to Zambry to do the
only honorable thing for which
he will be remembered. Please
resign and pave the way for
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P Ramakrishnan
President
9 April 2009

Najib’s

new

cabinet

Whether the new line-up will make
much difference to the lives of the
Malaysians remains to be seen.

The majority of ministers are from
the previous cabinet; they were
part of a government that had
failed to deliver and fulfil the expectations of the public. That was
why they paid the price in the 8
March 2008 general election.
Now they have been assembled
once again under a new leadership and it is left to be seen
whether this new grouping will
deliver on the Prime Minister’s
promises.
We will wait and see.
P Ramakrishnan
President
9 April 2009

Ruling on Perak
suspensions has farreaching
consequences

tioned in any court.
(2) No person shall be liable to
any proceedings in any court
in respect of anything said or
any vote given by him when
taking part in proceedings of
the Legislative Assembly of
any State or of any committee
thereof.

Aliran is terribly disappointed
with the Federal Court’s ruling
that the Speaker of the Perak State
Assembly does not have the authority to suspend Zambry and
his fellow exco members.
The ruling has far-reaching consequences for the democratic principle which respects the separation of powers of the Executive, the
Legislature and the Judiciary.
The ruling has destroyed the notion that the separation of powers
will be protected and preserved
according to the rule of law by the
Judiciary.
The Judiciary has once again
failed the nation in upholding the
rule of law in the interest of justice.
P Ramakrishnan
President
16 April 2009

Review Federal Court’s
decision
immediately
Chief Justice of Malaya Tan Sri
Zaki Azmi must do the nation a
favour by ordering the Federal
Court to review its decision concerning the suspension of BN
Menteri Besar Zambry Abdul
Kadir and his six executive councillors. This act of the CJ would be
perceived by thinking Malaysians
as doing national service. It is imperative that he heeds this earnest
and urgent call and orders an immediate review.
The decision of the Federal Court
was termed as “a perverse judg-

ment” by none other than the
much respected and highly regarded N H Chan, a former Court
of Appeal judge. To the ordinary
Malaysians it was a scandalous
judgment that discredited the five
judges and tarnished the judiciary
beyond repair.
It is beyond anybody’s imagination how these five learned judges
could have ignored and discarded
the provisions of the Federal Constitution. N H Chan has referred
to Article 72 which touches on the
Privileges of Legislative Assembly.
This is a very significant Article
which had direct bearing to the
case before the Federal Court and
yet this was completely dismissed
as inconsequential to the case.
These provisions confer certain
rights and immunity to safeguard
the sanctity of the Legislative Assembly which are spelt out very
clearly. There is no ambiguity in
what has been stated. Even laypersons have no difficulty in understanding these provisions:

(3) No person shall be liable to
any proceedings in any court
in respect of anything published by or under the authority of the Legislative Assembly
of any State.
It is amazing that these five learned
judges could have overlooked these
very important provisions. And we
have to ask, “Why?” If they are expected to dispense justice in a fair
and impartial manner shouldn’t
they have paid attention to the supreme law of the country? We have
every right to expect them to be thorough before delivering their judgment.
These five judges are responsible
if Malaysians continue to be cynical and sceptical about our judiciary. And we have to wonder
how many brave and honest
judges are left in the judiciary who
will respect the Federal Constitution and remain true to their conscience in delivering justice.

72. Privileges of Legislative Assembly.

The CJ cannot remain unconcerned and unperturbed over
what has taken place. He has to
play his role as the guardian of
the judiciary and salvage its reputation and restore people’s confidence in the rule of law.

(1) The validity of any proceedings in the State Assembly of
any State shall not be ques-

P Ramakrishnan
President
18 April 2009
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End the suffering
of the Palestinians

race!
After all, Malaysian citizens bestow the same respect to our Yang
di-Pertuan Agong, breathe the
same air, use the same currency,
honour the same constitution and
are governed by the same government.
Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

All
are

Malaysians
equal

A pertinent question is whether
those power-crazy, racist politicians want the next generation to
live in peace and harmony. For
want of position and power, they
may create havoc now and have
no interest in the nation’s future.
Since no one can make everyone
his friend, it is a hope that we
make no one our enemy.
K T Ong

At the stroke of midnight on 31
August 1957 at the Selangor
padang, the Tunku proclaimed to
the world over the then radio
Malaya that all citizens enjoyed
equal rights and shared a similar
piece of the cake! Subsequent
statements made within or outside
Parliament clarified that the special privileges granted to the
Malays was for a period of 15
years to enable them to learn to be
at par with all other citizens. The
prerogative of extension rests with
the Yang Di-pertuan Agong.

I refer to Dr Mahathir’s call to boycott the US and to stop using the
US dollar. How will this solve the
problem in the Middle East? Has
he forgotten that it was the US that
was instrumental in creating and
protecting the state of Kosovo, a
Muslim-majority nation in Europe? Could any Arab or Islamic
country have achieved such a
feat? It is time for all concerned to
stop playing politics and find a
solution for the sufferings of the
Palestinians.
Each time there is a conflict there,
we hear the same old cries of boycotts, resolutions, demonstrations
and press releases from the UN
and politicians worldwide. Once
the conflict ends, every one returns to normal and forgets about
it until the next conflict, which is
inevitable, as the causes of the
conflict remain simmering.
Whilst our hearts cry out for the
innocent children and other victims, the Arabs in general and the
Palestinians in particular must
ask themselves some honest questions. What is the point in provoking Israel, knowing that they do
not have a ghost of a chance of
defeating Israel? How has the recent firing of rockets, which cannot even find or reach their target,
strengthen their position?

If only those racialist politicians
care to do research, there was no
mention first or second class citizenship!! Likewise if the government of the day cherishes a united
Malaysian nation of peace and
harmony, it must ensure a level
playing field. Intake into and promotion in the civil service and
other institutions within its power
must be on merit - certainly not on

Until and unless they can match
Israel’s military might, it is in the
interest of their people that the
Palestinian leadership negotiate the best deal that they can,
given the fact that most of the
major world powers are on
Israel’s side. They should then
use the opportunity to built up
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their economy and provide education and health facilities for
their children and youth. This
next generation will be in a better position to fight for their
rights. At the moment, the children and youth are being wasted
and in war, their misfortune becomes propaganda material. No
Arab nation has come to their
assistance since the Six Day
War, when the Arabs were humiliated in battle, and none is
capable of doing so today, as a
number of them rely on US financial and military assistance
for their very survival. Neither
Hamas nor Hizbollah can bring
peace or relief to the long-suffering Palestinians by their aimless and futile firing of misguided rockets. Lebanon was
almost destroyed as a consequence of the firing of such rockets by Hizbollah. It is akin to the
native Americans using bows
and arrows to fight the white
settlers, who were armed with
guns.
I pray that common sense will prevail and the suffering will be
brought to a speedy end.
Ajit Singh Jessy

A rose by any other
name
Call it MACC, ACA, BPR or whathave-you, it doesn’t look like the
new name brings any difference
to the way this agency works.
When we started engaging in discussions with the famous Hong
Kong anti-corruption agency,
ICAC, all of us thought that there
was still hope that the government was serious in fighting corruption by revamping the ACA.
But it is now clear that the very

leader that was nominated to lead
the MACC was showing impartiality by making comments or allegations openly in the local media without any prosecutions initiated. This has undone all the
efforts to revamp the old ACA,
which lost credibility by its inability to be an unbiased, independent body fighting corruption to
the highest level.
When three Perak elected representatives resigned - two of whom
were under corruption charges to join the Barisan as independents, we did not hear MACC’s
enthusiasm to initiate investigations into the matter to see if they
were induced into switching parties. We did not get a proper closure on the Lingam case and the
people that were implicated. Neither have we got a satisfactory
outcome to PKFZ issue.
Corruption, bribery and money
politics among government officials should be eradicated as
it just means ineffective use of
taxpayers’ money. It is in the
public interest that the people’s
money is well spent to develop
the nation and fulfill the
nation’s needs and goals. Therefore, it should be the task of the
MACC to look after the people’s
interest and ensure that the government - the very people elected
by the public - is running the
nation in a transparent, accountable manner without abusing the nation’s coffers to fulfil
their own personal or certain
partisan agenda.
Alas, the so-called new MACC got
off to a bad start with “unprofessional” announcements in the local news and hints that it is beholden to the powers that be.
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Looks familiar, smells familiar but
has a different call-sign...how disappointing!
Growing sick and tired

Hitting

below

the

belt

I felt very disturbed reading a Star
report (24 April) entitled, “Nazri
brushes off remarks by Mahathir,”
in which Minister in the Prime
Minister’s Department Nazri Abd
Aziz said he was unperturbed by
Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad’s
comments that he should not
have been made a Cabinet minister.
What troubled me was the fact
that Nazri went on further to hit
Dr M with his age. He said, “”It’s
not worth commenting since he is
an old man. Let him talk. What he
feels is no longer relevant’’
To me, this is outright rude and
irresponsible. I am not an ardent
fan of Tun, but all said and done,
he has done the nation immense
good and one should respect him
not only for his intelligence and
brilliance but more so, because he
is a wise elderly man.
It is not right for someone to go
out and hit an old man in such
a manner, especially by saying
he is irrelevant because of his
age. I hope Najib does something
about this. If Nazri cannot
apologise for what he has done,
Najib should, on behalf of
Nazri, apologise to not only
Tun, but to the public at large,
as, such an act is totally against
not only the Asian culture, but
also the Malaysian culture of
respecting our elders.
R G Candiah
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THOUGHTS ON THE PERAK POWER GRAB Continued from page 40
hung over every new day with fervent hopes and prayers for a silver lining. It was a very personal
loss for people.
Having created history at the
ballot box barely a year ago,
people were all of a sudden reduced to a powerless audience.
No one was listening to them
anymore! No one was consulting the people in whose name
the power struggle was purportedly taking place, and whom the
players were fighting so incredibly hard to serve.
But people have not always been
that way. True, a majority of Malaysians had become highly critical of the BN government and its
institutions and that translated
into votes that launched the March
8 Tsunami. But the events surrounding the coup in February
hacked away at whatever little
trust and respect that still remained.
Little did people suspect that the
government they had thrown out
through the ballot box had been
scheming to return through the
back door. Little did they anticipate the dark drama that would
unfold in the early days of February 2009. A series of disappearances, defections, a sneaky entrance by today’s controversial
premier – and the scene quickly
reverted to the old days.
People were stunned by the nightmarish turn of events. Naked Machiavellian ambition was on display. Principles and oft-touted
Asian ways were pawned in the
quest for power. Scant respect was

paid to every legal impediment
that stood in the way of the coup.
The coup perpetrators were prepared to stoop to new lows in order to usurp power. The institutions responsible for safeguarding
democracy let the majority of the
people down.
The February 2009 coup violated
the people of Perak as well as
Malaysians in general. A muchcherished and newly-won victory
was abruptly wrenched away
from an unsuspecting people. The
outcome of the 2008 general elections was a major accomplishment in half a century of independence and spelt hope for a twoparty system.
It is no exaggeration to say that
people felt a kind of bereavement
at the loss of the state, along with
a sense of revulsion and anger at
being cheated.
Perakians went about with an
ache in their hearts and lost sleep
at night, trying to make sense of
what had befallen them. A cloud
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But important lessons were being
learnt. Through all the drama,
people were witnessing an interesting expose of the impotence of
legislative elections: the Umno
elite appear to be resorting to the
Elections Commission, the police,
the MACC and the courts to cancel the verdict of the majority at
the polls.
Many are now seeing that the legislature, representing the voice of
the majority of the people, is not
where the real power lies. This
kind of democracy is a sham.
Malaysians are intelligent enough
to know that the BN has neither
the majority nor the moral qualifications to lead Perak, but it has
all the weapons in its chest.
Whether people like it or not, it will
bulldoze its way in and cling on
until the next elections.
But things will never be the same
again. Ruling Perak will not be
smooth sailing, and a victory at
the next polls for the BN is far from
predictable. q

DEMOCRACY

Thoughts on the
power
grab

Perak

Malaysians are intelligent enough to know that the BN has
neither the majority nor the moral qualifications to lead
Perak, but that it has all the weapons in its chest
by Rani Rasiah
erak, the state without a
government for more
than two months, is now
on the way to getting a
legitimate government.

P

Following the 9 April Federal
Court ruling against the Pakatan
Rakyat, Umno’s Menteri Besar
Zambry, filed another suit at the
Federal Court to remove other

possible obstacles to his assuming the chief ministership.
The only snag, however, is that for
the people of Perak, ‘legitimate’
has lost its legitimacy and any
number of court decisions
favouring the perpetrators of the
Perak crisis are not going to alter
that perception. The one common
sentiment that has come to rule
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people’s thinking following the
February power grab is a deepseated cynicism. Nothing is sacred anymore. Nothing can be
trusted at face value. Everything,
including court decisions, is to be
viewed with a double dose of suspicion.

Continued on page 39

